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.VICTORIA (CP) --' British Columbia's predecessor. But organizers, of a recent . ,  legislattonpassedbya~clear 
i~ new human rights eerie, which came in With ' ~protast here were only able m~ter 75 peoPle legislature..: ~ L, iii~.~ i,~i~! i~ 
!~ a rear, has b~n'approved bythe provincial who melted away in the drizzle after a two- 0pposit ion¢ien~ ~on,tlie 
i i legislature after 0nly a whimper, of protest, ~L dayvigil, instead of the massive crowds that i the" catch-all i:~;~rovisio~ 
~: The first version of the new•code, which is . were hoped to s.ay for four,days. . discrimination~wi~, tea. 
'D expected to become, •law on ~ Thursday,' ~' Protests by four federal cabinet ministers, Human rights advo~.atee sale] 
i sparked massive uproars when it was" human rights advocacy groups and.the New used by a ~i~ie '~:i'ange 
~• Icesented to the legislature last summer as Democratic Party failed to Sway the Social 
.ipartofafleodofprogram.cuttihg.legislation. Credit g0vemment, which has used 'its homosexuals. , i , '  
New Democrat .~;,,!a r,. i i' The outrage was so great, the g0verninent majority to get  the bill through the . . . .  ~ '* Ix)  
,was forced.to let~the legiblatinn die on the  legislature. , . Gabelmann, sal~:;~t~ere.::ar 
~order paper, prnmising~to consult :with. ~ A last-ditch effort by the B.C. Hum•an missi0nsin~eth~eh0manri8 
~oommunity groups before bringing: in ~ Rights Coalition failed this week when Lt.- way to catch fiier~ lii.to haw 
.!~another b i l l .  • ". .. • ' Gov. Bob,Rogers aid it would not be ap- ~ However, Labor Minister ]
~ The new code is little changed from its propriate for him to refuse Royal a~sent to said'th e clause W~S di'oppedl 
majo ity of the 
i;o~:i h~ limination of 
i-ovision prohibiting 
it  "r sonable cause." 
d the clause was 
of people not 
specifically menti0n~ in the code, such as 
JaberT. critic. Colin 
ere ::are •majOr. 0m- 
nan rights act, and the 
t  ve such a clause. 
- , .  " .  I . . . . . . . . . . .  
• " .,, i .~ ;  : . ,  ,~ : : ,  
:..; .... . ": ,, :,~,~?~.~.~; ~: 
ts COde 
toowidea net, and we want~l,to zero In morel five-member human rights council that will 
Bob McClelland 
• ~,dbecause it ,'cast ' the Labor Ministry; replacing them with a 
specificallyi:;on the areas in most,need o f  
protectlen,'~.:i. . . • " '~!' :~  " 
He said m0/'e than 90 per cent of human 
rights complaints deal with employment so
"we wanted to make certain that those areas 
were covered, and that 'the council and 
people involved would spend most of their 
• time dealing with the area where there was 
the most abuse." . . , . 
The legislation officially elioinates" the 
three-member Human Rights Commission 
and the 19-member human Hgh'ts branch •of 
receive, investigate and adjudicate disputes, 
and refer cases it cannot solve to the 
minister of Labor. The minister will then 
either appoint someone to conduc t the 
hearing or dismiss the dispute. 
OUTLAWED BY CODE 
The new code outlaws discrimination i
publications including advertising, public 
facilities, purchase of property, rental of 
property, employment practices and em- 
ployment and by unions and associations on 
the basis of race, color,• ancestry, place of 
origin, political belief,, religion, marital 
status, physical or mental disability or sex~ 
':", Serv in  the .  ... .. . : ;.!. 
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"i Northwest  . ,  i. . 
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!More militant 
iinurSes,' says 
!! To:,d Jrect, o rseilwill 
I ke ly  becomel more militant 'i" 
I ~otectingthemselves after the way 
:they have been treated by the royal 
ioommission .' investigating 36 
!mysterious baby deaths at the 
:Hospital for Sick Children, an  
Ottawan~sing dir~.ter says. " 
~' Dr: Marion McGee, the' last wit- 
ness to appear before the com- 
mission in its first •phase, sa id  
• Tuesday the commission has put 
some nurses in a "no-win" situation 
because thelr actions have been put 
• under intense public scrutiny. 
She said nurses are likely to 
become more "self-interestt~i" and 
pay strict attention to their actions 
because of' the commission, headed 
by Mr. Justice Samuel Grange. 
McGee, director of the School of 
Nursing at the University of Ottawa, 
was called"as a •witness at the 
requestof the Registered Nur.~es 
AssociaUon of ontario. ' " 
;,, it~i~aS ':the ~ a~ociation, ~lnd i ts 
.! a~ers~ Who to0k :.Gr~'e,-to ~: the 
i lntsrin Court of Appeal and won a 
ruling i that .. prehibits ~him' ' from 
n'aming anyone ,who might have 
given the babies overdoses of the 
heart drug digoxin. 
Grange and ' the association, 
through lawyer Francis Kitoley, 
Ontinued to clash Tuesday as the 
dge refused to allow the lawyer to 
question McGee about • the 
professional propriety of some 
nurses on the cardiac ward where• 
the unexplained eaths occurred. 
• Kitely protested that the question 
was being asked on behalf of 42,000 
registered nurses in Ontario. 
But Grange replied: "I don't see. 
how 42,000 nurses areaffected by the 
'~ctions of certain urses. If a nurse 
ts arrested for drunk.driving does 
;that become a concern for all nur- 
"t~es~" , , ~ ....... 
Ritely replied: "We!re not talking 
about drunk driving."~ ! , 
', No, Grange said, we re talking 
",abeut something much worse. , 
, Ritely did succeed in t.asldng 
McGee about one of the major issues 
'before the commission: Why some 
nurses may be unable, to remember 
ceriainl bab ies~d the  cir- 
Cumstances underwhich they died. 
The second phase of the Thornhlll soccer field Is under way. 
Here a grader donated to the project by Ron King is levelling 
out the field. Dave Dams also supplied a front.end loader for 
work on the field, Randy Cowans, prolect co.ordlnator would 
like to thank th0~e who donated equipment. The field Will be. 
ready for action next summer. 
• , ? 
WHY BUY NEW? 
WHEN U$EDWlLL DO! 
Do you want parts to f ix up your car but your budget 
won't allow it? Beat the high cost of new parts with 
quality used parts from 
S.K.B. AUTO SALVAGE 
635.2333 or 635,9095 ... 
~,9o Out,,n (luJ*~,, Kwh. ~i El 
I 
C,anada, U.S. 
f sh ng talks 
. , • . . 
WASHINGTON (CP) .-- Canadian coming, I honestly believe, from the 
and U.S. politicians blamed each U.S. side.". 
other's c0untries.Tuesday for the Fulton agreed with Reid and 
six-month impasse in negotiations Fraser that the MPs .should 
for a West Coast salmon treaty but recommend ~. 'resumption' of 
both sides said they' hope the talks negotiations but he doubted a treaty 
will be resumed, will be reached this year, adding: 
Canadian MPs and U.S. senators "It's important thatthe negotiators 
met in camera for 2½ hours to get back together to do one very 
discuss what hey could do to end ~e simple thing - -  not to negotiate a
impasse that has existed since treaty but to come together with an 
November when government agreed statement of fact." 
negotiators broke off talks on a 1982 He said there are differences 
draft treaty 'that took 20 'years' to between the politicians from each 
Work out. country, and evidently the 
Alaska Sonator Frank Murkoswki negotiators, over. just what has and 
blamed Canadia~negotia .t0rs for the has not been agreed upon. In the 
impasse, telling reporters the meantime, some salmon species 
Canadians •have "not been ."are going the way of the buffalo.". 
responsive to open up the lines of  ~ ,The" •treaty proposals' cover 
communication" while U.S, management of stocks that would 
negotiators !:'have +~kept; the d~rLi ~- :affeCt commercial nd sport fishing 
o~nJ$.i!: : . , , :j, ~.:i, ~ o f  Alaska, British Columbia, 
~,~si~ti-~boti~cl~ims of,~.ah~iian., i Washlng~ton~:i ; ' d..~.oregon.. The 
diplomats that the Americans are negotiations ~'~i~'parenfly • bogged 
responsible for the tmravelling ofthe do~' in  the fall m;er fishing rights 
draft agreement that was init!all~l' . "  onthe Fraser Rlverand many other 
by ' beth • governments, the .p~ii~ts of contention appear to be 
- ~ : :~ , Republican senator said all he could outStanding. ~ • 
I t ' s  Nat iona l  Po l i ce  '"Week and  Ter race  po l i ce  week  Is qua l i ty  o f  l i fe .  Constab le  say is "indeed, we haven't reached Without the agreement, Alaska 
RCMP have  a d i sp lay  in the  mal l  exp la in ing  Ter ry  Pakenhan,  centre ,  and  Constab le  Ph i l  an agreement" but the two sides can fish heavily in stocks of salmon 
howthe  po l ice  and  the  communi ty  can work  Nbonan,  Eight, d iscuss the  ro le  of  the  po l i ce  should not give up. returning to rivers in northern 
• Two Canadian MPs, Liberal John 
together to prevent crim e. The theme of with Terrace resident Alvin Purdy. Reid and Conservative John Fraser, 
told reporters' they wil l  recommend 
. . . .  to cabinet and goveimment officials 
rrace museum *"= negotiations be res~ed '  Hatives plan To beeaunedepletion°fsalm°n>stoeks • has reached a critical point. 
. . . .  . • They useddiplomatic language to 
i" i ' .  ~ ,by RALPH RESCHKE "The Program wiil pay for up to 75 form of tourist dollars and pmperty describe the outcome 0f ~the 
HeraldStaffWriter por cent of the cest of having a study taxes, discussion but a third MP, New 
TERRACE,  The Kermode conducted, as long as the sponsoring The group hopes to raise its share Democrat Jim Fulton blamed the 
Fri.'endship Society is waiting for a organization can pay the:remaining of the St0,000 through its monthly treaty trouble on "the political 
reply from Terrace municipal 25 per cent," she said. bingo and Thomas ays that should shenanigans and jiggery piggery 
council to a request for a $5,000 To date, the Society has received council decide not to contribute, the 
contribution,towardsa feasibility three bids, for consulting work soeietywliljustworkherd'rtoraise Polar bear scare  
sEtdy fo~ a native Indian museum to  ranging from. $18,000 to. $42,000. the money themselves. ' 
be bdiltin Terrace. , Thomas s~ys the directors a re  She said the deadline for sub- 
Vi01aThomas, one of the Kermode waiting toseehowmuch:thegroup missions forths feasibility study is walk. to Pole 
Friendship Seelety directors says will have to raise locally before June 1, and from that point, the o n  
the inoney:is needed to make up the choosing one of the bids, '~, . National Museum committee will 
25per cent of the cost the society Council haS forwardedthe/'equest: decide whether or not to make the EDMONTON (CP) " David worked his way around the northern 
must bear in ordex; to have a study to the finance committee, iwhich will grant available. Hempleman-Adams urvived i a t ip  of .Bathurst Island, making 
funded •by the National Museum ' make a recommendation for the About $785,000 to one million ~. brush with a polar bear and a plunge ' navigation difficult. 
assistance program, next council meellng, ' ~' tourists visit the Yellowhead region into icy Arctic waters during his solo The adventurer was forced to rely 
Bob Hallsor, clerk-administrator each year and the museum wou ld  trek to the magnetic North Pole, on readings made with a camera 
said the finance committee must also attract area residents. • 
decide what will he best for the city Friendship societies were started says a member of a support team for light meter, which i~dicated the 
and the Kermode Friendship in the 1950s in Winnipeg to provide the British adventurer; brightest point k/the sky where the 
Hempleman-Adams, 27 a native sun was and, when matched with the 
Society. Three alternatives were services for off-reserve natives of I ' Bristol, England, was time of day, allowed Hempleman- 
raised at the Monday eyening because many natives were mov ing  recuperating at a base camp in Adams to estimate direction. 
meeting. Onedealt with the con- from reserves intourban areas. Resolute Bay in the NorthWest Jonasson said skies cleared 
tribution of a cash graiit, another Many  lacked education and • Territories Tuesday, a day after slightly last week and Hempleman- 
would see the society receive some couldn't cope with urban life, The ending a gruelling 22.day walk Adams made a ,'.'four-day all-out 
property in lieu of cash, or the societies were started to help in. across the arctic icecap, dash to the magnetic pole zone." 
municipality would provide work troduce the natives to a new BrueeJonasson, base manager for The magnetic North Pole is an 
assistance with the museum con- lifestyle. Bradley Air Services at Resolute indefinite point, drifting in a 100. 
struction, should it  go beyond the Says Viola Thomas, "The museum Bay, said Hempleman-Adams kilometre lipse across ice-covered 
planning stage, will not  only preserve our native covered the 400-kilometre Journey Bathurst Island about 1,600 
The Kermode Friendship Society culture and history, but it will also alone, dragging a plastic sled of kilometres from the geographic 
hopes the grant will be  a non- help educate the non-native as to. supplies behind him, and received North Pole. 
repayablel contribution because what our native Indian heritage is, air'support only once before being Hempleman-Adams, scheduled to 
benefits from the museum will,be and hopefully dispel any prejudice plucked from the ice. return to Britain Thursday, failed in 
returned to the communiLy in the that exists." Jonanson said five days after a bid last year to become the first 
leaving Resolute Bay Hempleman- man to walk alone to the geographic 
. . . .  Adams "had a run-in" with a 200- North Pole when a rib injury forced Mulroney will talk ldlegram polar bear at the western him toaber t theat tempta f ter38  
• , end of Cornwallis Island and was days on the ice. 
• - forced to shoot he animal. peace with Reagan He' sald poor radio conditions made voice contact impossible so 
• • the shaken explorer pushed an Lunch with 
nuclear arms, outlined in a general emergency, button on a satellite OTTAWA (CP) - -  Prime Minister 
Trudeau s peace initiative stopped manner during the prime minister's locater, sending his Bradley Air a ueen  
dead as a doornail in Washington three-month, international peace support eam into action. 
and r Conservative Leader Brian, mission which ended last February. "We flew out there," Johnston One of the first items on the 
Mulroney . . . . .  The .two specific points are said in a telephone interview. "He agenda for Canada's new 
. says he intends toflnd 0ut why when restricting the mobility of in- did it because of the legal im- Governor General, Jeanne 
he meets President Reagan next tercontinental ballistic missiles and plications of having to shoot a bear, Sauve, will be lunch with Queen 
month . .  " •, better techniques for monitoring but we didn't know that, . .he was Elizabeth at Buckingham Palace 
~ 'TI! be ~ discussing It  with, production -and deployment of fairly excitable that day." next month. 
President Reagan next. month, . nuclear weapons. Jonassonsaid Hempleman-Adams Sauve, 62, said Tuesday in a 
.why the peace initiative didn't go Mulroney said he was not in. ran into difficulty again near the telegram to the Queen that she 
very far," Mulroney said today en formed of Trudeau's latest move. "I northeast corner of Bathurst Island. and her family are "greatly 
route t6 the weekly meeting of was unaware until I xead it this FALLS TItROUGil looking forward" to the visit. 
Conservative MPs and senators, morning that he's busy writing "There's open water there and "As your representative in
His comments came afte~ lear- letters again." thin ice year round. One day he fell Canada, I wish to express my 
ning Trudeau has renewed his peace MAKES INQUIRIES through twice, with skis on and loyalty, and devotion, and my 
initiative by sending letters in 'When asked, why the peace everything. That spooked him pretty determination to serve you and 
Reagan and Soviet Leader Ken- mission met resistance in bad." the people of Canada to'the ut- 
stantin Chernenko. Washington, Mulroney speculated it On each occasion the adventurer most of my capacity," added 
An aide to the prime minister said was due to a poor relationship had to stop to dry clothing and gear, Sauve, Canada's 23rd Governor 
the letters, sent last week, detail two between Canada and the United Jonasson said weather conditions General. 
rv~ d of Trud(~aO's propo~&l~l tO eoiltrol Bt~ttes. deteriorated ~s H~tnpledlflll,AdamS .__ ~--_----:=_-~ . . . . . . . .  
British Columbia to spawn while 
Canadians can do the same thing to 
stocks from Washington, Oregon 
and other northwest states. 
The treaty • is supposed to 
guarantee a catch based on a • 
weighted proportion of fish retur- 
ning to each cotmtries and require 
beth countries to recognize the 
other's conservation and fish 
replenishment efforts, especially in 
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Senator Gary Hart overwhelmed 
Walter Mondale to win the Nebraska 
Democratic primary Tuesday night 
and moved to an early lead in 
Oregon, gaining western momentum 
to fuel a late surge for the party's 
presidential nomination. 
CBS News projected Hart would 
be the "winner by far" in Oregon. 
. With ballots counted from 66 per 
cent of Nebraska's precincts, Hart 
was winning 57 per cent of the vote, 
compared with 28 for Mondale. 
In Oregon, with results counted in 
four of the state's 2,452 precints, 
Hart was ahead, 61 per cent to 
Mondale's 31 per cent. 
Jesse Jackson was a distant hird 
in the two states with small black 
populations. 
In the competition for Nebraska 24 
delegates to the Democratic 
national convention, Hart led for 16, 
Mondale for eight. 
Oregon voters were apportioning 
43 delegate~ and Hart was likely to 
claim a broad majority. CBS News' 
exit poll of voters howed Hart was 
drawing well throughout the state. 
Mondale began the day with 
1,577.05 delegates to 934.75 for Hart 
and 295.2 for Jackson. 
& Sterltng News Service Feature 





A profit-making hospital is almost as rare' these 
days as a sympathetic bureaucrat from Revenue 
Canada. 
That is why great interest has developed in the 
Hawkesbury District General Hospital in 
Hawkesbury Ontario, right near the quebec border. 
For there, American Medical International Canada 
Inc. of Beverly Hills, Calif. has managed to pull 
-. Hawkesbury Hospital, forme.rly dripping red ink all' 
over the place, into the black. 
In eight short months.of Its management, AMI 
has taken an operation with perennial yearly 
deficits of $500,000 and made it into a money earner. 
to the tune of $400,000 annually.. This Is. a turn- 
around of almo st$1 million on an annual basis. 
How has AMI performed this minor financial 
miracle? Part of Its success was due to streamlin- 
Of politics and .snake oil ' 
"Egad!" 
There was a ring of horror to the 
exclamation as' Fatuous J. Hustings 
swivelled toward his television set. 
"Did that man say what I think he 
just said?" 
Indeed that man had. He had been 
quoting a United States ~advertising 
executive on the subject of truth in 
advertising. 
The expert had suggested that just 
as truth.in-advertising laws apply to 
manufacturers and purveyors of 
products, so should they apply to 
politicians. 
This, in effect, would place those 
after your vote on an equal footing 
with the snake-oil salesman out for 
your dollar. 
"Should .the snake-oil salesman 
state that his elixer, will cure 
. . •, ' :  '•L. • " 
ing aprevlously Inept and wasteful management " 
systcdi. .Then, too, it was able to avail'Itself.of 
nunie~'ods volmme discounts. As well, budget plann- 
ing,'.better money management and an. improved 
accounting .system. :saved thousands ot dollars 
more'. • For its expert:Aervlees,. KM.lrecelves a 
.~0,500 management, fee, plusa 50~par-cent share 
()f anyi)rotlts above$750,000. " ' 
Now this smmds like adevelopment that'wou]d be 
applauded by every responsible commentator. Bdt 
if you thought so, you' reqkoned without some 
Idealogical opponen~ of private efforts in health 
care. -~.-. 
For example, federal NDP health critic Bob 
Blall~le opposes making profta in health care, no 
matter what the results. Says this NDP MP from 
Winnipog~Blrds Hill, "Hawkesbury is the way into 
market for private companies. If they get a 
larger, share of market over time, there will be a 
detefloration In health care." 
Talk about keeping an open mind! AMI and other 
ezporlments of this sort, It would appear, will be 
damned no matter how good a Job they do. And 
what, furthermore, Iswrong with making profits 
outof health care? Are profits a dirty word inour - 
suciety,.which'bw'es Its m.ngnlflcentstandardof llv.., ,:' 
ingto thefree'enterprine system? , 
If profit making enterprises eatperform better 
than Iddebeund, bureaucratic publtcagencles --  
and they. can,. they can . then we Ought to be '-. 
grateful, "0t griping and whining..For it is only in 
fl~is way that we can get more bang for the buck --  ; 
more medical services out 0f a ~given dollar of ex -  
pendit~.~. ' " 
/ • 
bids fair to end up in the crowbar 
hotel," the young man ~aid. 
"All this expert is saying is -- 'so 
let it be with politicians,"' 
Fatuous J. huffed. An eye glazed. 
"But that!s, ridiculous,?,:' he 
protested. "He is ltunpiug.us inwith 
such things as breakfast cereal .  
"Do you mean to say that, in 
future, any politician whose 
promises might contain one or two 
fewer raisins than listed on the box 
might, upon winning election, be 
called to account? 
t00ths per cent l~ure, and you assay 
out to only 98 per cent, you could end 
up with the aforementioned snake- 
oil salesnmn for a roommate." 
Sweat beaded 'the noble brow. 
"But, if they hold us to the truth of 
our pronouncements, theonly thing 
we'll be able to run for. is cover!" 
There was a great deal at stake 
here. 
"Politics is an inexact science at 
best," Fatuods J. growled. "Think 
how much more inexact it would 
become if we politicians were to he 
limited to the truth . . . .  What are we 
to do?" 
The young man smiled --  he en- 
joyed stumping the Hustings (heh- 
he l l ,  little hallot-bex humor there) 
but 01d F.J. wasn't a bad old Sort, 
.really. 
.... ' T rend icator '  s tab le  
Is energy gone,,- 
from the recovery? 
.The Royal Bank of Canada on pregran~ wad introduced in 1980, it 
everything from jaundice to ingrown 
toenails, said snake-oil salesman 
Letters to the Editor 
Report inaccurate, writer says 
Dear F.~mr~ :~. ~, .~  ';~ ! ~ ~ ~..A~i, mem Act, se~t~(~,~ 
,:~,..~,. ~ ~;;, ,:/ ~ .: ......... ~,. States. ,~Unpald wages ~;: ¢~- ,  
,-The front page o~ me e'eeruary stitute a lien, charge and secured 
issue of Steelworkers Local 480 
newsletter featured a quarter 
page article entitled The Bottom 
Line. This piece claimed to be a 
comparison ofgovernment policy 
and action in British 'Columbia 
and Manitoba, but was filled with 
distortions and inaccuracies. 
Some of these are so blatant 
that I felt that I had to point hem 
out. The B.C..Government in
accused of "encouraging" 
doctors to engage in extra billing 
end to opt out of the Medical 
Services Plan. This is nonsense! 
There has been no change at all in 
the opting,out provision; in the 
sixteen and a half years the plan 
has been in place only three 
doctors have chosen to opt out, 
and for the last five years, only 
one doctor in all of British 
Columbia has taken advantage of
this option.: That's not. much 
encouragement. Nor is it 
possible for doctors to extra-bill 
and renmin in the plan. This rule 
was put in place by the Social 
Credit Government in 1981. 
The article states that ~ fees 
have been increased by "I I  per 
cent to 150 per cent"; this is a 
deceptive use of percentage 
figures to hide the fact that the 
largest increase in user fees was 
from $4.00 to $10.001 All other 
increases were a mere one 
dsllarl The.faetsare: that97 per  
cent of the Health Budget IS 
funded from general, tax 
revenues; that Health.was the 
only Ministry to receive a budget 
increase this year; and that 37 
per cent of total budgeted ex. 
penditur~ for the province were 
devoted to Health spending in 
1984. This is proportionately th e 
largest commitment toHealth in 
Canada, and a much larger 
proportion of the total than was 
spent on health in any year of the 
NDP administration of this 
province. 
User fees represent a tiny 
fraction of the real cost of Health 
care in B.C., and B.C.'s Social 
Credit Government has always 
been firmly committed to the 
Ixinciple that no one will be 
refused admission or necessary 
treatment because they are 
unable to pay. 
The Bottom Line asserts ilmt 
the B.C. Government allows the 
eviction of tenants without cause; 
this is more bunk l The 
Hunourable Jim Hewitt, Minister 
of Consumer and Corporate 
Affairs, has stated publicly that 
forthcoming legislation affecting 
'rne Lmndlord and Tenant Act will 
not include such a provision, lt is 
also alleged that this government 
"removed corporate liability for 
wages in case of bankrnptey". 
This is complete fabrication. The 
Employment  S taadards  
I 
debt ... against all the real and 
personal property of the em- 
ployers." The only change af- 
fecth~g liability for wages is that 
in the event of receivership or 
bankruptcy, the directors and 
officers of a corporation are not 
personally responsible for 
severance pay. That's hardly the 
same as removing corporate 
liability for wages! 
The article also accuses the 
provincial government of 
eliminating a whole list of ~oups 
involved in social services, 
human rights enforcement and 
labour elations. While it is true 
that some very  specialized 
services have'been discontinued, 
this has been part o f 'a  far- 
reaching reorganization designed 
to preserve essepttal services 
and control costs. In the case of 
the Child Abuse Teams, two 
supervisors and twelve social 
workersin a program that served 
only Victoria. and Vancouver 
were laid off; more than 1,009. 
employees throughout the 
province continue to provide 
assistance to families and 
children. In the ease of the 
Employment Standards Board, a 
cumbersome.• body with judicial 
powers was replaced by a more 
efficient administration beaded 
by a director whose decisions 
may be appealed irectly to the 
courts. This sort of 
reorganization a d elimination of 
unnecessary bureaucracy, far 
from being a sign of concern, is 
indicative of the govenrment's 
commitment to Improving ser- 
vices in the province while 
potting a lid on costs. 
There is little reason to go on; 
I 'm sure the point has been made. 
The claims about life in 
Manitoba's Socialist heaven ar~ 
as exaggerated as the ac- 
cusations levelled at the 
government of British Columbia. 
rm forced to ask why, if life 
under the NDP administration is 
so wonderful, two sitting 
Members of the Manitoba 
Legislature, bath elected as NDP 
cand idates ,  have quit the party in 
disgust'/ The most recent 
defector, Russ Deem, describes 
the 'present Manitoba govern- 
ment as "dismal and dangerous" 
and lxedictcd that ff Howard 
Pawley remained Premier, "the 
NDP would suffer a crushing 
defeat" in the ne~t election. 
Debate and criticism are 
essential to democracy, but let's 
focus our discussions on what the 
government is actually doMg 
rather than on arguments based 
on half truths, distort'am and 
entright lies. 
Yours sincerely, 
Terry Segarty, M.L.A, 
Kcotenay 
"Why, it's us-Canadian to hold 
politicians responsible for 
everything they say." 
The young man sighed. OldFatty 
was certainly set in his ways. 
"The theory seems to be that if 
Tuesday added its name to the 
growing list of those who fear the 
economic recovery is lapsing as it 
reported its Trendicalor index of 
~even leading indicators was un- 
changed in the first three months of 
1984. 
The Trendica~r stood at 100.7 for 
the quarter, marking the third 
successive quarter the index has 
shown little movement and lending 
credence to fears of a slump. 
was expected that oil priceswould 
• continue to soar, They haventt. 
Man,ice Taschereau, Chief of the 
Canada Oil and Gas Lands 
Administration, testified earlier in 
the day and told reporters afterward 
that East Coast oil and gas fields 
could begin commercial production 
• 'before the end of the decade. 
In addition to the Hibernia field off 
the Newfoundland coast 'and others 
discovered nearby, more oil is likely 
.An exception to the generally-fiat to be found on the Grand BANKS, l~ 
performance of the indices was the SAID. "It's elephant country a: 
ratio of new. orders to inventory for, you never fad  .an elePhant ~ by 
, ; '~expor t  industries that rose  . l l .5pe l ; '<v  ifSelf?' :, ";'-" " ' :": ? :' '.i::", ,i 
cent. "" Oil f rom Hibernia Could: •start 
On ~the downside, the  Toronto coming ashore as early as 1987, 
Stock Exchange price-enrnings ratio Taschereau said, and gas production 
slid 6.4.per cent. from the venture field 0ff'i Nova 
The bank credited the continued Scotia could begin in 1989. " 
, expansi0d Of [lie U.S. economy, as 
~.weil as  •improvements in the 
European and Japanese economies No breaks 
for the stronger performance of 
export industries, . . . . . .  • 
While the Toronto Stock Exchange U ,  iS,i~iii 
reading was down againfor~ the ' : . :~  i :i for 
quarter~ stock pi'ices~'~tiil kverng ed ~ "' 0~A'Y4A (CP) -canada:  w0n't 
19 times earnings, well above the make special concessions to the 
you suggest-- before winning office 
that you have a plan'to cut the 
national deficit by half, then, upon 
assuming the mantle, yo.~had better 
be.able to come through with the 
goods," he said.: 
"Otherwise, people might be 
forced to the conclusion that you 
were just saying that,s order to get 
the job. Put another way, should you 
advertise that you are 99 and 44- 
longer-term historical average. 
WORK WEEK LONGER 
The average length of the 
manufacturing work .week was up 
0.9 percent at 38.7 hours, close to the 
pre.recession level. With, the 
recovery last year this index grew 
quickly in 1983, but now appea~ to 
have stabilized. 
The money supply in.dsx declined 
2.5 Per cent in the quarter, while 
primary steel production was off 13 
per cent and the ratio of new orders 
to inventory in consumer durables 
was down 1.5 per cent, 
Residential consti'uction was up 
an imperceptible 0.1 per cent. 
In another development, Paul 
Tellier, deputy ministei" for the 
federal energy department, said 
Ottawa's controversial 25-per-sent- 
United States in any negotiations for 
frec4rade agreements, Inter- 
national Trade Minister Gerald 
Regun said Tuesday. •
And Canada shouldn't be:afraid of 
pursuing more trade with the United 
States even though more than 70 per 
cent of Canadian experts already go 
south of the border, he told the 
Commons external affairs com- 
mittee. 
Regan rejected •the idea that 
Canada allow a free-trade 
agreement in a strong U.S. in- . 
dustrial sector to win concessi0ns in 
a sector in • which Canada has the 
advantage. 
"There must be mutual advantage 
within each sector before we 
proceed," he told the committee. 
Both Canada and the U.S. have stake of  any oil or gas field on.  
"Well, you might consider the federal lands is not'an essential part 
statement of a certain U.S.• office- of the national energy program. 
holder who, caught in a fib, Tellier defended the so-called 
proclaimed that his previous back-in provision of the program 
statement was "no longer which has been attacked by the oil 
operative.'" industry and the U.S. government. 
"Did he get away with it?" But "he t01d the Senate energy 
"Sure - -  for awhile." committee that there might be other 
The acolyte smiled once more. ways of achieving increased 
"Trust. me. Have I ever lied to ybu?" Canadian ownership and hinted that 
expressed an interest In the 
possibility of free-trade agreements 
in certain sectors. Regan Said they 
could ' include steel, agricultural 
equipment, mass urban ti'ansit, 
telecommunications and 
petrochemicals. :' 
Regun has said that agreements 
for specialty 'steel and agricultural 
equipment could be in place as early 
as this fall. But at the committee he changes may be made. 
Finance ' MINISTER • ~Marc ';-- was more cautious about how 10ng it 
• ; . . . . . . . .  ake ....... ' . . . . .  • ' Parliament, has salo the govern- ~c~ore .~u.~uu ~.tcr~ . u. .y 
| French official ment back.in was one element of the talks, Ottawa would consult the 
FORT SMITH, ' N.W.T. '(CP) - -  
The language rights, of the tiny 
French-speaking minority of the 
Northwest Territories 'cAnnot be 
dismissed because some native 
groups are, equally as small, says 
the head of the territorial govern- 
ment. 
"We can't afford to get into:a 
numbers game in discussing 
language rights," Government. 
Leader Richard Nerysoo said in an 
interview Tuesday following the 
introduction of legislation to make 
French --  spoken by about two per 
cent of the 45,000 population -- an 
official language in the Northwest 
Territories. : 
"Some of the Dens (Indian) 
groups also are very small -- my 
program that would never 'be  
compromised. 
REVIEWS PROGRAM 
But the department has been 
reviewing the program to see what 
changes might be made in light of 
changing circumstances. When the 
provinces 'and the affected In- 
dustries, he said. But Regan said he 
doesn't want to spend too much time 
Studying see,oral free trade. 
"There are those in the world who 
would study something to death and 
nothing would ever happen." 
Israeli  fo rces  s torm 
l 
Palestin an camp 
SIDON, Lebanon (AP) -- Israel1 
occupation forces surrounded a 
Palestinian refugee camp with 
armored vehicles, then stormed the 
camp early today, blowing off doors 
• of houses with explosives land 
arresting about 150 peeple, ~ wit- 
nesses aid. 
At least 20 people were injured in 
the five-hour operation at the Ein el- 
Hilweh camp, hospital sources aid. 
An Israeli military spokesman i
Tel Aviv said he had nn information 
on such an incident. 
Residents of the camp on the edge 
of Sidon, a part city 40 kilometres 
south of Beirut, told reporters the 
Israeli force blew up houses before it 
withdrew at dewn.~:"Palestinla n 
refugees pointed to debris which 
they said were 20 houses destroyed 
by dynamite. 
About 300 refugees protested the 
operation this morning by setting 
car tires ablaze and demonstrating 
inside the camp, chanting slogans in 
favor of Palestine Liberation 
Organization chairman Yasser 
Ararat anddenouncing Israel. 
Camp• residents aid there would 
be a three-day strike in protest of the 
incident. Schools and shops closed in 
, the camp, which holds more than 
26,000 PalesUnian refugees 
registered with the United Nations. 
The incident came the day after a 
demonstration at the camp, the 
• issuance of an anti-Israel statement, 
and reports of fighting between rival 
factions in the camp. 
BATTLES IN CAMP 
Radio stations in Beirut said the 
Israeli action was related to the 
gunbattles in the camp Tuesday. 
The independent newspaper An. 
Nahar said unknown gunmen had_ 
attacked a pest of an Israeli-becked 
• hOme guard unit in Ein el-Hilwsh. 
own Loucheux people only number 
between 2,500 and 3,000. We can't 
afford to start getting into a debate 
on .the basis of numbers by saying 
the majority rules." 
The proposed language 
legislation, given unanimous up- 
port in the legislative assembly upon 
first reading Tuesday, will provide 
government services in French and 
also legally recognize the •seven 
native languages spoken by most of 
the Northwest Territories' people. 
The legislation• is the first in 
Canada to legally recognize native 
languages. 
Most of the 24 members said they 
would support the legislation, at 
least at the outset, to push Ottawa to 
provide more money for native 
languages. 
Duar te  w, jn  official 
improi~er Vote counting. 
Roberto d'Aubulsson, candidate of
the far-right Republican Nationalist 
Alliance, said on televiAion'Tuesday 
night, "We still have time to rescue 
the victory they are trying to steal 
from us." At the time of his 
remarks, he was apparently 
unaware of.the eouncil's decision. 
D'Aubuisson has been linked with 
El Salvador's rightist death squads, 
but he had denied the charges. 
candidates take sides 
Tuesday from Senator Louis 
Robichaud, a former New Brun. 
swick premier. 
Turner has "the physical and 
intellectual, attributes" needed'by 
the Liberals for a return to power in 
the next federal election, Robichaud 
said in a statement released in 
Ottawa. 
Peckford can only focus on taking. 
Peckford's inability to accept 
¢0mpromisc has been the main 
obstacle to an agreement on •offshore 
resources, Chrotlen told about 60 
supporters. 
Some of the candidates' campaign 
organizations are upset with 
Chretlen ;fallowing the Liberals' 
New Brunswick has a huge bloc of weekend policy forum in Montreal. 
still uncom~nitted delegates to:sqnd , . ,  :~TAGED DISPLAYS 
to theleadership Conventf0h J~e  13 . . . . .  Groups of Chretten supporters 
16 in Ottawa. i . . . . .  staged overt displays of support 
It is difficult to ~e~ ~: '~ '  °~a!~o~g~'aii~ca'i~dates had agreed 
Robichaud sende~sementwilleame' 'i tb.~i i t~t1~s~ tJrohibiting various 
I vh  ~'1 many of those delegat~"4b ~i~e~tb ':'. "~jfl~,, ~,  lt~P~l~. ~
Turner. However, some delegated t .~c. ~'q~i'e":ldshe '~i~ expected to be 
are known to be waiting for another debated Thursday when the can- 
didates' campaign organizations 
hold their weekly meeting with 
Liberal party 'officials. 
Justice Minister Mark MaeGulgan 
was campaigning in Montreal on 
Tuesday and said future con- 
~tiL,;~onal discussions could result 
in the return of a veto Quebec once 
enjoyed. 
Under the Constitutional amen- 
d!ng formula adopted.two years ago 
by the federal government and the 
other, nine" provinces, no one 
proxlneer.wa~s given a veto,  _ 
SAN SALVADOR (AI ~) -- The; 
Central Election Council' rejected a
challenge by the far-right candidate 
and said moderate Jose Napoleon 
Duarte would be accredited today as 
official .winner of El Salvador's 
bitter presidential e ection. 
The council announced its decision 
Tuesday night after a two-hour 
meeting to consider a request hat 
Duarte's victory in the May 6 runoff 
be nullified because of alleged 
Leadership 
"Two cabinet ministers running for 
the L ibera l  leadership have disputed 
John Turner's claim that he did not 
get enough support from Prime 
Minister Trudeau to introduce 
voluntary wage controls in 1975. 
Agriculture Minister Eugene 
Whelan and Indian Affairs Minister 
John Munro were beth in the cabinet 
in 1975 when Turner was finance 
minister end was trying to negotiate 
voluntary wage restraints with 
union leaders in an attempt to fight 
high inflation. 
"As far as I am concerned there 
was complete backing (for Turner's 
attempts)," Munro said Tuesday in 
Ottawa. 
Tm~er, considered to be the 
frentrunner in the Liberal leader- 
ship race, claims he was close to 
agreement with labor leaders on the 
controls issue but Trudean did not 
give him sufficient support. 
Turner esigned his cabinet post in 
September 1975 and a month later 
Trndeau introduced compulsory 
wage and price controls. 
Whelan said "cabinet was 
"nowhere near getting that kind of 
an agreement" with labor leaders. 
"Anybody who would have 
Jean Chretien 
prominent - New Brunswick 
politician, Romeo LeBtane -- 
federal public works minister, to say 
who he will support before making 
up their own minds. 
Energy Minister Jean Chretien, 
brought a presentation through the who is expected to win many New 
cabinet which was going to have the Brunswick delegates, was cam- 
volunta~'y type of program that we palgning Tuesday in Newfound'and, 
wanted, they would have had a province wherehe ham snagged the 
backing from everybody and majority of delegates. 
anybody," Whelan said in Ottawa. Negotiations involve give and 
Meanwhile, Turner won a take, Chretien said in Corner Brook, 
potentially important endorsem.~!~ bu!~qewfoundland , J~mieT.,~t~ n 
' '. • • , . " 
i thb : : aut Oniy i ............... f irst blow G
', VANC0~R (~P)::~;~y.]~b0r'  ~ lihndcafib~ fair to be' held:in Vmi:* Constriiction~andthdt!tmi°n 
problems thatdevelop at the site of oouver. • union workers will be per 
the'1986 world s fair will he the fault Gautier said the Walkou{ was the work side-by-side. 
of Premier Bill Bennett, the head of," first move in labor's war a@inst The gove~ent  is cenc~ 
' the B.C .and Yulmn Building Trades ' prb0inelal government amendments .~e  bull. din..g~ traa~ ;win, 
Council'said Tuesday. ; , to the Labor Code and warned that clause m mmr coaecuve u 
Roy Gautier made the comment the work stoppages may spread which permits council m~ 
after some 200 construction workers throughout Brii~tsh Columbia. refuse to  work alongside 
walked off the job at the site of'ExP01 ' The building trades' desire to see wurke~..or ~o~ not aff~ 
86, the transpurtatiene and corn- the fair i~r0ceed went out the window me nmiamg traaes councu 
Be specifiC 
Lee says 
VICTORIA (CP) -  Unions should 
be attacking specific sections of the 
provincial government's labor code 
amendments, instead of acting 
irresponsibly, B.C. Liberal Leader 
when the labor code changes were 
inb'eddeed, said Gautier, adding that 
negotiations over the use of non-union 
labor, at the Expo site are over. 
• Labor Minister Bob McCleliand 
said in Victoria that he dispute at the 
Expo site.was a private matter 
between the workers and the 
management of the world's fair. 
McClelland said it was up to the 
Labor Relations Board to determine 
if the walkout is illegal. "If 
Art Lee said Tuesday. mmiagement wants to appear before 
Lee said his main objection, to the :" the labor boardand ask'for a ruling, 
proposed amendmen~ involves 
changes in union 'certification 
procedures which he called an attack 
en the trade union movement. 
However, he supports other sec- 
tions of the bill, such as the outlawing. 
of political strikes. 
Lee said iqstead of participating in
walkouts, unions hould be attacking 
specific elements of the laber~ code 
changes " thoso part8 of the. bill 
which take away long-established 
union rights. 
Lee said demonstrations may 
they have the opportunity odo that." 
OPEN TO ALL 
+The Labor Code amendmeAts, 
given approval in principle early 
Tuesday following an evening sitting 
of the legislature, will allow the 
government todeclare projects uch 
as Expo economic development 
projects and open to all contractors 
and workers. 
. The amendments also restrict 
secondarypicketing and make it 
easier to certify or docertifY a union 
local. 
Last month, Bennett 
after much agonizing that 
which runs from • May to ( 
1986, would proceed. But t 
that any disruptions to th, 
and operation of the fair We 
tolerated and said the gc 
would bring in legislation 
any strike or lockout. 
The fate of, the fair hu 
balance after the "g( 
became concerned abo~ 
management relations 
province. 
In a March 29 televis~ 
cewide address, Benne 
specifically of problems at one 
construction site on the south shore of 
False CreelS,in downtown Vancouver. 
Several confrontations between 
unionized and nonunionized con- 
struction workers took place at that 
attract a lot of attention, but they do The Social Credit government, order limiting pickets at the site and 
not help the union cause, through Expe chairman Jim Pat- prohibiting them from impeding or 
The changes to the code were given tison, had been seeking assurances intimidating employees of the non- 
approval in principle early Tuesday from the building trades' council that union contractor. The council is to be 
by the Social Credit majorit.y: there will be no disruptions in site sentenced June 15. 
structions and encouragement whi le  Pr in-  
cipal J im Steele prepares to keep t ime.  The 
children were competing In the 300-metre 
run. 
It's that t ime of year  again where Canada 
Fitness tests are being conducted in local 
schools and Thornhi l l  P r imary  School was no 
exception. Valer le Dalton gives her class of 
grade twos and threes last minute in- 
site, where a non-union contractor 
was constructing a luxury con-. detail a mystery 
dominium. :' inspection The building trades council was 
found'guilty ofcontempt of court for 
disobeying a B.C. Supreme Court company's initial application for a Only when the bus is used for public 
lic~nce for the bus in May 1980. charters do the regulations of the 
He said that as far as he knew, no Motor Carriers Act apply. 
inspection reports were submitted in Fitch said the circumstances that 
annual icence renewals, even when give rise to a review of a lieence can 
conditions of the licence were be "any number 'of fac tors -  the 
changed, as in May 1983 when the economic limate of the day, in- 
commission gave the bus company formationon financial stability of the 
approval to expand charter service to company." 
include excurmons to Mount He admitted to Malcelm Macauley, 
Washington. counsel for the families of the two 
PROBLEMS SERIOUS dead youths, that the amendment to
Testimony has revealed that the the licence to permit trips to Mount 
bus was overcrowded and that there Washington was done without 
were serious mechanical problems knowing if the vehicle was 
on the bus, includin.g faulty breaks mechanically suited for that purpo, se. 
and extensive corrosmn of the frame. 
Fitch said his branch has the "Yet yourfuncti0npriortomnking 
authority to demand an inspection a recommendation t the commission 
and take a defective vehicle off the is to investigate a licence applicant 
road. Seven inspectors enforce those and that. includes checking the 
regulations provineewide.' quality o f  vehicles," Macauley 
Job shortage sparks an idea 
VANCOUVER (CP) --  University jobs scarce, but the provincial than men at tmmng jobs this sum- 
government's Student Capital 
Venture Program, an attempt to 
He said the program, under which 
a student can borrow $2,000 
repayable at the end of the summer 
of British Celumbiastudents, anxious • government has cut down sub- mer. 
about dismal summer job prospects stantiaily on the amount of student Students feel particularly 
and reduced financial a id  from aid. 
government, have set up their Own WILL GET WORSE pressured this summer, he said, 
job placement service to drum up "Last year may have been bad, but because the B:C. goyernment has 
• employment, it looks like it's going to be even revised student aid, doing away with 
In its first week of service, Job worse this year," he said, a grant of 25 per cent of any loan it 
Link, ran by two university students, The Canadian "Federation of made available to students 
found jobs for 29 students in Students has surveyed student previously. 
restaurunt and clerical work. About ,unemployment across the country Pink is critical of the provincial 
250 students have applied, but Ross and found British Columbia has one 
Pink, the project co-urdinator, is of the highest rates - -  about 83 per cent. , provide job opportunities. 
of them as well. Consequently, students have much 
lower expectations about what they 
will be paid than in the past. 
optimistic jobs can be found for many 
"We run a slightly different service 
than Canada ~anpawer does," Pink 
been laying off people,.1.eavin, g. no fails, they will be left in even poorer 
room for students, so don tank is . . . . . . . . . .  ad no summer "ob 
focussing on other soctors in hunting :~aa~l~•'nan, mey. n . , 
down jobs• 
"We've been encouraging students Despite the gloomy picture, Pink 
remains optimistic about Job Link. 
to apply for jobs in the computer ,,We'renotbeingpessimistic. Even 
field, office work, child care, gar- 
dening and home repair,'" Pink said, if we find only a few jobs for students 
this summer, that's better than no 
• adding women having better luck jobs at all." 
vI@rORIA (CP) -- A lieence for 
the 20-year-old Conmae Stages Ltd. 
bus which crashed on Mount 
Washington in January was con- 
sidered on the basis of public need for 
a bus service, a coroner's inquest 
was told Tuesday. 
But AI Fitch, superintendent of he 
provincial motor carriers branch, 
said his branch relied on Conmae to 
do its own mechanical safety in- 
spectiens of its buses. The branch 
enforces orders made by the Motor 
Carrier Commission. 
A mechical inspection had been 
carried out on the ill-fated bus, Fitch 
testified, but added that he couldn't 
say who it did, when it was done, or. 
what the results were• 
The inquest is looking into the 
deaths of Adam Kerr, 17, and Scott 
Brausan, 16, who died as a result of 
said in an interview. "Manpower "Two years ago, most students - t° set up a business appeals t° few 
mainly posts jobs available While we expec, tad ~_~ paid between $5 and~ students. 
run ' thmunh annlleations from an nour. "tins year, a tot are omy "How can you expect a student o 
students and try to link them un with asking for m inimum,wuge --.~:eS. go into business when small . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . .  businessos that :have*(~en ol~rati~g 
;,ros,.~tive em-'olo.,ers'we I~ave '~:i,,-- "'"Bi'itish~, 'Cbl~rnbla's L.'a~Uonal for years.,are~ golng b~/nkrupt ,~t~a 
canvassing."v ~-..- . ~ . . . . . . .  ~stniimer Student'empl0yere '--Li~rest 'record rate?" " 
Job Link received "about $10,000 in firms, mining and fishing --  have Students fear that if their venture 
funding, from a Canada Manpower 
Careers grant and the university's 
alma mater society, enough for Pink 
and fellow worker Simon Feshadri to 
hunt down possible jobs, sift through 
student applications and join up the 
two• 
Students are more desperate this 
year, Pink said, because not only are 
the Jan. 30 crash, The two were But he said his authority is limited, suggested. 
among agroup of Saanich, B•C., high He has no jurisdiction over a charter Fitch nodded• . 
school students who were returning bus carrying a school group. The bus When asked by Macauley how 
home from a day'of skiing, then is defined as a school bus and Conmac satisfied requirements'of the 
Fitchals0 told the inqhest jury that comes under Motor Vehicle Act branch, Fitch said: "The application 
he could not recall seeing the in- regulations outside Fitch's was considered nn the basis of public 
spection report referred to in the jurisdiction, need." 
s charaed  ..... tt 
V),NCOUVER (CP) --  urugs mciunmg rizaunmna ~ ~ t  ~ "  .:"':,?~, ==~ U
An investigation bythe  t=...:nlutlrl . . . . . . .  ~xhich.; mlice.._ . . . . . say.. IX~ 2) / ( -~Zr~~r  ~,~& 4~m_~J~[k 'k ' "  " '~"~J  ~ 
Vancouver police nar- are neroin suosutu~es• II 3}c ' ,~~~,~. . -~"  " ". ,~  _~_ 
cotics • S~lUad has led to' Dr. Robert Sehulze faces ~ guest I~ouse  ~]~~l~. f~ l ]~ 
charges against seven fouy. counts, two of traf- ~ ~ ,  [~L~~-~i .~_ -~_t [  
local physicians, ticking and two of I~  your lo t  V ,  IowF Ishef  Re . ,  Tyoe  ~ '  I I  ~ '  . . . . . .  ~ 
' The  doctors, who are . . . . . . . . . . .  - ' - -  ~ , ~ a .  Wmeustom-'~.'-.-1! ;v  I1 uniawttuly aommmterms ~ b ' l '~ourp l lm=.  ~ " / "  _ . f f  
scheduled to appear in controlled rugs. ~ - " " " -~ 
provincial court May 31, The police investigation ']~ C~vor Johnston :646-sg38 ¢ 
face a variety of charges into prescribing praehces ~ .- 
involving so-called street is continuing. 
Victim ran onto 
knife, jury is told 
TORONTO (CP) -- A 
young hockey player from 
Abbotsford, B.C., " ran  
onto the knife" that ended 
his career, a county court 
Jury was told Tuesday 
during the final argument 
by a defense lawyer. 
Dianne Martin said Clay 
Nygaard, 21, didn't see the 
knife Steven Callanan had 
drawn to protect himself 
on Yonge Street last year 
after a disPute. 
Callanan, 24, who' has 
pleaded not guilty to 
• aggravated assault in the 
May 1983 stabbing, was not 
a "knife-wielding assailant 
(but a)frightened young 
man faced with a situation 
he had never ~en before," 
Martin said. 
In earlier testimony, 
Calinnan said the 
players ha d called them 
"faggots and goofs" and, 
when he retorted, they 
charged. ..' 
He said the knife was in 
his pocket because he had 
bought it the previous day 
for his job as a roofer. 
After the stabbing, he fled, 
However, • Crown 
Attorney Peter Griffiths 
said in his final argument 
that Cailanen walked 
toward Nygaard "like; a 
man walking into a fight." 
Griffithe said Nygaard 
was. prepared to fight but 
didn't expect o be stab- 
bed. 
i He l also said that. 
although the hockey 
players had just emerged. 
from a tavern frequented 
Callanan said Nyganrd ,  by homosexuals -- which 
in Toronto at the time with . they said theywent into by 
Abbotsfard Flyers for a mistake - - they  deny 
national hockey cham- making remarks about 
pionship --  and a group of homosexuals. 
other players had charged Judge ~ugh Locke is to 
at him a.nd a friend, address the Jury today: 
, ' Phys ica l  
_ - - - - - - - -  , Ac t iv i ty  Week  
: May 13:21, 1984 
There are only five de"  left to partqd~te inthe 
Terraen-Kitimat.~esS chaHengel ' " 
In Kitimat tliore.will be a'c0mmunity walktoday 
starting at 7 plm, from each' o f  the elemental. 
schools, and from a selected spot in Cablecar am 
Kitsmant Village. The walks will be about 30 ~ 
minutes long and will be led by the alderman. 
No events are planned fur Thursday in Kittmat. 
In Terrace a free fitness class will be held today in 
the arena banquet room from S to # p.m., and a free 
aerobic dance session at the Uplands Elomentary 
School from 7:30 p.m. to 8:30 p,m. 
Thursday there will be a free illness sesslen for 
seniors at the Happy Gang Centre from S to S:30 
p.m. 
Free .15-minute fitness classes will be held 
Thursday in the banquet romn at the following 
times: S. 3:20, S, 5:30, 8:30 and9 p.m. 
I ; '1 i "  ! - t , ,¢ / t '~ ' t  $ ; : 
PAY AS LITTLE 
 PP AS $15.60 FOR.A 
ZEE-LINE BARRI L PUMP. 
Now you get more than just extra value wl 
Gulf motor oils, transmission fluid, gear lubq 
oils and greases. You can save from $5 to 
handy Zee-Une barrel pumpl 
This special offer from your Gulf Agent 
makes it a better time than ever to buy 
your lubricants. Youql also appreciate 
the convenience of having the right 
lubricant on hand when you need itl 
i Talk to your Agent soon for more details. 
Offer expires July 15, 798.4. 
• • i  ¸ 
HERE'S HOW TO SAVE AS MUCH 
AS $19.40 OFF A ZEE-LINE 
BARREL PUMP: 
Zee-Line retail value up to $35.00. GULF ! 
$29.951 If you buy one drum (205 litres), 
Super Plus Motor OH at posted commerda 
for example, a discount scale reduces the I: 
cost to JUST $15.60. 
Discount Table for Zee.Line Pump: 
List Price $35.00 SALE PRICE $29.95 
IBUY  • • • D ISCOUNT PER LITRE 
0 Utres N/A 
40- 99 Utres $.03, 
100- 199 Utres $.05 
200 + $.07 






See your Gulf Agent today:. 
Gulf Canada Products Co. / ..... 
Kifimat Branch . . . .  
4 
. . . . . .  ~: 
( 
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• i '~' ~ 
; " i ' :: " .... i: •'~:~;, '>"i, i  : " 
' "  . . . .  ' . . . . . .  ' '!, .i; • 
' . . . . .  >: i"/: . . . . .  ,; ~ ' . /  • , ~ . ,  i' ' ' 
uj y ke Joaquin...   . . . .  , .  And ar pla in gli, a legend 
f: il ~#aquin Andujar, who "One of the things we've was a squeeze that failed thwartiug the rally: Montreal's come-from Padres to U~eli" sixth : I'd hit 400;" Sehmidt mid. and one out after manager 
!i~ . ~lummeted in one year been getting is good, that was the key to the "Billy had thesign, but behind victory, straight defeat. " . "But anything'spossibleff FrankRobinson ordered 
i~" ,{ t im World Series hero to consistent pitching," said game. . he pulled the bat.out of the "It's kind of fun," Rose Phillles IZ Dodgers I you can stay healthy, light-hitting Jose Oquendo 
~. ~]t~lS laser, is looking like Cubs manager Jim Fray. With runners at first and way for some reason/' Said of substitute's role. "I Mike Schmidt became '~rhe only thing I kind of walked intentionally, 
~., ~t~Ruth  this year. ;.beth : ' In  the spring, a lot of third and one but and the said Houston manager Bob . take my hat offto guys who the lath ;player in big wish this one had been a stroked an llth-inning 
~ ~0n~i~he!mound and at bat. people questioned, our game tied in ,the ninth, Lillis. • pinch-hit for a living, It's a league history to reach the, game-winner." . ~sacrificefly. 
~* ts l~e St. Louis Cardinal pitching, but it's been Houston tried a suicide Expos 6 Padres 4 tough job." " 400 home-ran plateau and Jerry Koosman t/on his 
~: ~igl~t:hunder qualled last good.' . . .  squeeze. But Bill Doran Pete Rose, relegated to Rose's double scored the Len Matuszek and Luis third for the Phillles. Bob Jeff Leonard had a 
:: ~y~.ar's win total Tuesday Pirates 3 Astros Z pulled aw~yfrom the pitch the bench with a heel in- tying runs and Doug Flynn Aguayo also 'craeked Welch, 5-4i was the loser. 'three-ran 'homer in the 
"~: ~1~ beating Atlanta Braves Tony Pena's two-out by Pirate reliever ROd jury, pinch-hit a two-run followed with a single to hom ers.• Mets ";Giants 6 . first and Jack Clark a two- 
5-1';~d chipped in with a single in the 10th inning Scurry and Enos Cabell double that keyeda three- send home the game. "Eleven years ego when " Keith Heroandez, .bat-" run shot in the third as the 
,grand slam home run - -  with the winning run, butit was caught in a rundown, _run sixth inning rally in winner and send the Ieameup I never dreamed tang with the bases-loaded Giants urged to a 5-01ead. 
' ;.that like the legendary " " . . . . .  .: 
er and better than  ore California bigg Baltim ':£:. In the on-deek circle, if 
' I 1. .... they walked (Tom) Nieto, I
!ii;...told. George (Hendriek) ,I, California Angels were Blue Jays 5 Twins 2 in the seventh. Stegman after consecutive walks to since April 22/' and ROn RBI  double b, Mike Heath, Brewers 3 Rangers Z 
! '~i: .'was going to hit it, off to bigger and better Toronto tied the score 1-1 stole second, went to third Tony Bernazard and Pat Guidry survived an 11-hit, a pinch single by Jeff" Milwaukee scored three 
[~  ,~ulujar said of the grand ~ '  ~ ~,  which climaxed a things Tuesday night, in the ninth after. Man- on a sacrifice bunt and Tabler. Another run scored 7.2-3 inning outing to even Burroughs and Joe' runs in.the seventh inning 
~ ~'. ~ . r tm Cardinal eighth., moving into first place in nesota first baseman Kent scored on Cruz's single, on a sacrifice fly by Juiin his record at 2-2. Three of Morgan's run-scoring i:o beat Texas: Ben 0glivie 
the American League West Hrbek dropped a relay Cruz went to second on a Franco. Moreno's RBI came on a pinch-single, had a two-run double, and 
I( :~v ,~, esjustI hitswungthem, andtheY go. from second: on what L'i:"r::~ '   .' I the with a 5-2 victory over the balk and scored on asingle The Red Sox trailed 4-0 bases-loaded triple in the  "Bobby Clark scored a run 
.~,. :z! !!ii~! went over the fence, defending World Series should have been a game- by Scott Fletcher. - at one point before batting seventh inning. . After Guidry left, Curt on a wild pi~ch by Dave 
r- . ~.,~. . champion Orioles. ending double play, then Indians 7 Red SCX 5 back with four runs after Brown relieved, and Dave Tobik. 
~!: ~. .~! ' " Tuesday, Chicago TheAngels got their first scored four more runs in Andre Thornton had two were out in the fifth. The A'S, however, ' Righetti pitched the final I Don Sutton worked seven 
~i~:'~i.~ ~ beat Cincinnati Rods, run off Baltimore left- the'10th - -  two on George threeRBI, includiug one in Dwight Evans had a two- chased Guidry with three. 1.3. innings for his fourth .innings, scattering seven 
ii i~/~..~;' Pittsburgh Pirates hhnder Mike Flanagan, 2- Roll's triple-- to upend the "the eighth inning that run single in the inning, runs in the eighth on an save. ' hits, 
~"~" . ~  Houston Astros 3-2 3, in the fourth inning on Twins. Match Webster broke a 5-5 tie and enabled Yankees 9 A's 6 '. 
~:.. ]n~]0iunings;Philadelphia three infield hits, then seoredthety ingrun~and Clevela~d to beat Boston. OmarMorenodrovein Wilson b a c k  in  t h e  lineup 
~- ~!lf41S crushed. Los Brian Downing broke out he drove in one of the runs Thornton's single came four runs in his first start 
/i~-<,.:. ~ ,Dodgers 12-,, of a 5-for-38 slump with a in the 10th. 
~,'-,::~ ~. ,Ez lx tsbeatSan .  three-run homer to eap the After cous,utive singles , . , l a rke  retires ~'J"  ~:Pa(h '~ 6-4 and the four-run inning." by Damaso Garcia and ~ . NEW YORK (AP) - - -  handed LeMarr Hoyt by Kansas City to Toronto 
F '~' '  . Kansas City manager Dick slated to go for the White last December, said he ,i~:/. ~York  Mets edged San The victory, coupled Dave Collins to start the 
~-://: ~b~isco Giants 7-0 in 11 with Minnesota's 5-2, 10- 10th, Lloyd Moseby Howsor will waste no time Sox. won't resort o ear plugs if 
'.;:.'.. Vaings. ' inning loss to Toronto, knockedin the tie-breaker 'PHILADELPHIA (AP) Jay Saltier, sen of the getting Willie Wflsen back Martin is expected to be fans boo him. 
/ ~ i Anduj~r, who was 15-10 moved the Angels, who with a single. Willie - -  Bobby Clarke's ap- owner, in the lineup while Toronto added to the roster of New "I've been booed before 
"~ ~'"•"  ~;~~* .{WO 'wins finished fifth in the AL Upshaw then walked, and pointment as " . -~ : .~ j~ r vice- McCammon quit several manager Bobby Cox .wil l  York  Mets, • but 'he  and taken a lot of abuse 
' ~ ' 5"~t Milwaukee in the West last season, a half Webster followed with a president and general weeks ago when Shader wait for an opposing right- probably will see only spot from some fans but I have 
handed pitcher before duty. no plans to wear ear- ' ' '~Y~or|d Series before game into first, run-scoring double. Bell's manager of Philadelphia asked him to give up the inserting Willie Aikens. 
• 'inexplicably losing his Eddie Murray homered triple drovein the final two Flyers is a continuation of dual role of coac,~-general plugs," said Aikens, 'Tve 
• : edge last year, was in off Angels rookie ROn runs of the inning. • an era, not the:end Of one, manager and concentrate Wilson, Aike,s and Jerry FOUR CHARGED had hard times before and 
': .~oontrotagainst Atlanta. He Romanick, 4-3, in the sixth Tigers 6 Mariners 4 . .  Said team owner Ed on being general manager. Martin, who were Jailed Wilson, Aikens and I think that with the at- 
.: gcattered eight hits, struck inning. Kirk Gihsun and Howard Saider. RETIRES SWEATER for Sl days and sat out the Martin, pluspitcher Vida titude I have now I can 
|'.f out six and walked none in In the rest of the league, Johnson drove in two runs "clarke personifies the Shader said Clarke's No. first 44 days of the season Blue, weremembers of the cope with anything in the 
| ' - i i / . i .  rtinning his record to 6-3. Detroit Tigers beat Seattle apiece to back Jack Morris Flyers," Snider said 16 jersey would be retired, on cocaine charges, met Royals last season when future. Part of being a 
IL ~ ~ !~ :,  Buthe was prouder of his Mariners 6-4, Chicago to his seventh victory. Tuesday, the day the in honor of the player who with the commissioner they were indicted and baseball player is 
|!: , :!: i .hbme run, which he White Sox edged Kansas Morris pitched seven in- appointment was an- led the team to two Stanley Bowie Kuhn on Tuesday later pleaded guilty to struggling, but I'm man 
I1~ ~ strokedleft-hunded. It was City Royals 3-2, Cleveland nings, and Willie Her- nounced. He also said Cup championships, before he annoanced their misdemeanor charges of enough to brush it off." 
I!~ i '; .' 't~e. fifth homer of his Indians defeated Boston nandez struck out five in naming Clarke as general Clarke, 34, said that a suspensions from baseball attempting to possess Cox isn't expecting 
,,*~,'.. career, but the first from Red Sax 7-5, New York the final two innings fo r  manager was a business key moment in his were over. eecaine. Blue, released miracles from Aikens. 
Yankees beat Oakland A's Detroit, 28-S and eight decision, and not  sen- realization that he wasn't Howser said Wilson, the last year by the Royals, is "It will take him four or i i, ~ ~ :the le!t side of the plate. 
~i'!/-,Cull~6 Reds3 the player he wanted to be 1982 American Leag uer out of basebail and was not f ivegames to get in'the 
,~' • ~;.' Gar~ Matthews had four 9-6 and Milwaukee games ahead of Toronto in time~tal. 
~: i~, ~ as: the Cubs won in Brewers shaded Texas the AL East. came last season when he batting champion, will be affected by Kuhn's groove, but I'll be glad to 
,i" ~/: i..C'inciunati. Rangers 3-2. Both of Gibson's RBI Clarke, who spent his 15- was ordered by in the starting ,lineup suspensions. . have him in ,the lineup," 
came on sacrifice flies, year. National Hockey McCammo~ to take a six- tonight in Chicago against Aikens, who was traded COx said. 
n;/ . ~:"Whe~ lhit, it seems like Gary Pettis started the Johnson drove in two runs League career with the day vacation in March. the White Sax'. 
|~ . .  ,We're winning," said Angels fourth with a bunt in Detroit's three-run third Flyers, said he accepted Clarke Said his first Aikens, meanw'hlle, will - -  . .  
|;:::':~Matthews, acquired from single andstole, second, i - - i -o  " the job because he felt thqt major job would be to hire be available for pinch- ' "n ru  , ,  colt  
hitting duty for Toronto i,'. ~ ~JJl~JPlitllies just before the Pettis went to third on a . . . . . . .  he no longer could play at a coach to replace ,.: tonight at Minnesota. The, 
,i~: .:.iala~'t of he season. "I was groundoutandseoredon WhiteSox3Royais2 ....  ~:,.U;e. l vel he was.usedto. He ~ ~i:. : ,  ~ .O mBtch ( £1( I }. f ~ t McCammon .:I/,ys.:,face,:;.:fea~::.i(~)t..,.),,i,:':,,:. ~ ~ _ <.,.,= 
I!:':~" -.'.1glad to come°out'of~rny ''`'" 11~ii~*"Ja,lt~ii'W'shafply +Ri , l l '~ l~ I fRM~' l~ ' - t l f f -~t i i~ '1(~h.  er 0f ÷~:.;4t~ld/asslst ,~t ! .ach  m e e ' 
|:~; "i"dump today." hit single,that glanced off four-hitter for his fifth the Hart Memorial.Trophy Ted satol" is a' strong bander < Eddie' H0dge, " . . . . . . . . . . . .  
I"'~: .~"'.Dickie Noles relieved Flanagan s pitching hand. victory, and Julio Cruz as the league's most candidate meaning G)x Will go with . ~,. 
Cliff Johnson, who hits BALTIMORE (AP) - -  Gate Dancer, the tmruly and [~ : S(mtt Sanderson who Doug Doclnces then beat singled home the tie- valuable player. A. native of Flirt Flon, right, as the designated unpredictable colt, may meet his match in Saturday'., 
[~.~ :.s~feredbackspasmsafter out another infield hit breaking run in the His surprise ap- Man., Clarke joined the 
[~ " ~ ]d~g to two batters and before Downing homered, seventh inning, pointment to succeed BOb Flyers for the ' 1969-70 hitter. Proakness Stakes. 
]~, :. ,:W~t six innings, allowing The Angels had lost six The score was tied H McCammon as general season and has been here Aikeus, who bats leit, If any jockey can control Gate Dancer's ~lting and 
[~C~ ~'fl#ehits and one run. Tim of their previous seven when Royals rookie Danny manager, was made ever since. The team won will probably make his lugging, it should be Angel Cordero Jr., who is noted for 
i, ~/St(~lard finished up for games, while Baltimore Jackson hit leadoff batter Tuesday at a news con- the Cup in 1974 and 1975. first start Thursday:when his own antics in the stretch. 
• !":.~ p:~cond save. had won eight of 11. Dave Stegman with a pitch ferenee by' club' president In his 15 seasons, Clarke the Jays open a homestand. "I thought he two might make a good pair," trainer 
.."" *played in 1,144 games, agains.t Chicago with right- Jack Van Berg said Tuesday at Plmlico 'Race Course. 
,,, ~: scored 358 goals and had "They're kind of alike, you can't tell which, way they're 
. ' ~52 assists for 1,210 points, going to go." 
' " WEDHES0AY ~ pam.  2 . He played in nine AIbStar Gate Dancer made Kentucky Derby history two weeks 
. ;  - - amm. games. Heis fourth on the I P l~ i l~ l~O- - i~ '  ago when he became the first horse in the classic's ll0- 
• " 6 7 9 12 13 and,' Uth among' point 
,~ : ~ . FIRST " league's all-time a~ist list year history to be disqualified, being dropped from fourth 
": : ,"  ~ 4 5 " . CHOICE leaders. . . . . to fifth for interference in the stretch. 
• . The colt's past, performance chart shows he lugged in 
• ~,.,, . . . . . . .  '. five times in his last eight races despite wearing ear 
S I~ KOMO 4 I'11. KING S ' Taxl Mltter North Grl..ly Sh-anlmal ' ~ muffs, blinkers, a shadow roll and a tongue tie. 
Newl Jef ferllons News ! CO~'t Rogers America Adams Expren 
Con't' Wlnsday Con't First Business Introducing Con't Thunder AMJRICAN I.eA~US- Cordero's brilliant 20-year career is pockmarked with 
- - "&$- ' -  - "  IS eood ,  . . . . . - .  controversy, including more than 200 fines and suspen- ':LS Con't Con't Con't NeW Repor.t Biology Con't and i Olrbey, Det 72 13 27 .~75 
JABe~C News NBC 'Sons 811'(I MacNell. Business ;. DU TIM: . Lightning RLaw, C~' 100 ~6 ~ .~e signs. As with Gate Dancer, things happen when he's 
K '  Hour :N..m.VN. P.,u~tem ,.,r~r Manegemen ,,u'T,.c C°n°t'' ..~.v.----.....St~-~--d~-A't~8"" OSe., Tot , ,3 , , - - . - - invo lved inarace .  
• ~1~.!~ 'KOMO 4 Con't Top Sklllfl l Con't Home TeleJounrll Can't Trammll,  D~t 134 31 411 .3all 
News Con't Story Journal Con't Garnener R~n,,  Con't Oav].. S. ~S ;~ 34 ,~  Van Berg, who expressed disappointment at Eddie 
7, i~  WhNlOf T.J. E~l~ ' ln ;  ~ Ent'rllinrnent Audubon N~IdICII, l e  C~' |  Uplhsw, Tor 117 24 40.342 Delahoussoye's ride in the DerbYt daims be switched to 
Porturm Hooker Tonight Tofllght Life Anthropology Telelournal Con ' t  [ Murray, sa, ~o 2O~s .43 .u~.~o Cordero after Delahoussaye didn't respond to several 
;i" : Wl#knlght Con't TIc Tiic Love Wild • Con't Le Snoopy Tablllr,Sell' TeXcle 100~4 . 3~ ,l~o messages he left on the jockey's telephone recorder. 
con't con't Dough Connection Animals Con't Point Come/.. NATIONAL LEAGUE Oarcla, :o r  146 =3 ~ .)~ Asked if Cordero might have more control over Gate 
' '  " * ~ East Dlvllion Runs batted in: Murray, Bal. 
"< %'~": ' Tiw "The Real "i'hll i In World Les ' Home ' '" W I. Pet. OII i .  t lmore,  ~;  . Kingman, O lk l lnd ,  Dancer, Van Berg said; "He's a strong rider, but I don't 
R: ' :~ '  ~t  Fall People Fifth Concert at Gr l l f ld l  Cofl't ' 
GUy Con't E l t l te  st War FI Iml Con't New York 19 13 .$94 - -  :31;" Lemon, Oetrolt, 31; Diivlll, kl'lOW if he's any" stronger than Eddie. 
• c~lc~w ~9 ~ .sT~ v, s~,,,,e, ~. ~ "But Cordero is probably more aggressive, a little ¢~J~ ::41" ' Co~)t Con't Con't • the ~, , Con't Eugenlo . Con't Phllodelptfll 111 16 .529 2 I~ l l l l l t ,  i l l l h  ToroMo, I1; 
7"'~:i'~ ABC St. China Three',, . M~t Flexible Con't Hanover Montreal III 17 .514 2V~ Boone, CalifOrnia, 10; Dl¢lm:n; wilder." 
9; l i  Movie Elsewhere Journxl Compl~y Con't Resdlng can't street , St.' Lo~ls 17 19 .472 4 Cl|JfgmJl, 10. 
" :11 S~eclal Con't Double Oh Con't Understand Con't Con°t Pltt|burgll " " . "  ~ '  ~,,~.,: . -o .  c . , . .o ,  s, II I I 
: i l  The ¢on't Trouble . Madellne Con't Behavior Con'l .. Con'l Wi l t  Dlvlllon Owen, Seattle, 4. 
' LOS Anglles 22 17 .564 - -  Horn% rufll" Klngman, Ollk. ,.~ . . . . . .  . . ,l'U~':~i'A'i~ RMurnof Knlght St~ The Con't _ , - -  , , -  . - - . . . - -o  O t"por Shorts h~lr~us Rider Elsewhere National ' Con't on One d'Une Pllyl Con't Atllflta 18 16 .529 IVl Dllvllh Sestllll, 9. : I ! 
WIIIby Ceon't Co~'t Thl ., Con't Apiculture RIIfllltl. Con't ; San Dltgo 18 17 .$14 2 Stolen l ln l l :  Q i r¢ l l ,  T@. 
• M.D. C,.on't Con't JmJrnll Con't d'Un Payl : 'C0rl't Houslofl 14 21 .4~0 6 ronto, I t / '  Butlel;~ Clevlllafld, iS; 
' Sin Francisco 13 22 .371 7 ¢OMO 4 CTV News KING 5 Night Can't Con't Wrmlg Bernlllard, CleVeland, 14. 
News News . News Flap! Con't Con't Is Tuesday RiIwll l  PIt¢ltlnS (4 declskms): Itleb, ' - . 
ABC , Hour Tile Three's Mystery Tale Right . Pittsburgh 3 Hou|ton 2 Toronto, $.11; 1.Cl00~ 2.15; Caudlih ' I 
NeWS Final Tonight Company Con't Sellcnofl Can't Chlcogo 6 Cincinnati 3 Oakllmd~ $-0, 1.000, 2.84; Lope]t, 
St. LoUII 9 Atllntn 1 Detro|t, 4-0, I .~ ,  1.4S; L I I I ,  C ~*, TORONTO (CP) - -  Joey Lavigne, King "personal nd " "" ; ' Eye The Show hrney Con't I.e Con't Mofltrlal 6 San Diego 4 TOl~,  4.0, !.000, 2.14; Stew. 
L l t l  Con't New York 7 San Frlm¢llCO 6 
Show Nigh! with America Yeux Con't (11 Innlngl) . Str lkeovl l :  Blyleven, Clave. 
o%.)um Letenlgtlt iux Wilcox, Detroit, 40, 1.000, 3.32. coach  o f  the  Canadian men's national alpine ski  team.  
• "i'(Nhiy'$ Gllrflli| l|n¢l~ ~h Sti~S, Tom~o, 4S; "It's basically for poi'sonal reasons," said Lavigne, 28, 
vl : v "  --" : -- ~ '  ~b~ Davld C0n't verts Sports New York et Sen Frilncllco Morrllh Detroit, (2. from his home in Ottawa.' , 
i . :1 . : :  Saint :Agllln Lelterman Con't Center• HouMofl ill Plttlburgh N .Saves:  QuIImnberry, Kanl lS "They've been making some changes there (at the  
KOMO 4 Cofl't Con't LEe Honlymoon N I in l ! . l t  st. ~u ls  N City, 9; Fingers, Milwaukee, 7; 
Nle~l :WiItons Con't Movie I~llvlm Clflce0o lit Clnclnnldi N Dllvls, MInrlesOtll, 7. Canadian Ski Association) and a lot are beneficial. The 
" '~ . N i~rea l  I t  San Dleao N 
" ' PlflllKIIIphlll at LOS Angeles N one  s i tuat ion  I Wasn ' t  in  fu l l  agreement with, however, 
111URSDAY 8 a m - § p m . T , . . ,  . .m.  ' NAn., .~ ,s , .un  was the restruct. ing of the coaching staff." 
m • e . • • At l l f l t l  i t  St. LouIs . , AIR  H Pal. 
Chlcll00 at ¢Inclnnltl Francone~ Mtl 117 . (S .3. Lavigne. who had taken over the head coaching job 
. . . .  GOOd CIIlld| TOd.y F|lm Fill Morrtlrlg Mr. WIIrlrd Montreal t Ssn Diego Owynn, "SD U0 ~( 4~ .~ from John Ritchie last year. has been a coach for the CSA 
8 i~ archly, SF 84 1, ~ .3T/ Mornlng A.M. 5how Jlrnmy ,eves World '; ' , R.:nn, Mr. m . 46.343 for six ~/ears beih on the Europa Cup and World Cup 
Am~rlcl Con't News Sw~g0|rt Ml~ter Loving AMIRICAN I.IAGUI. Clark, S~ m ~v (I .~  circuits. 
Con't con't con't Io0 Rogers • Fr l lndl  . . J i l l  Oivll l ln $1ndberS,, Chl 13S L 21 44 .331 
lO.Mlrmte Klr l l tn ' l  ~ HuntllY Sesame Flbll| of the OICM'II ' '..* W L '  Pet. l l l L  Parker, CIn 121 ~( (~ .~  HAVANA (CP) -- Canada tookover sole possession of 
"9:1S Workout V0g8 Compiny Street StrHt G. Forest CO~'t Det~it.'. " 'fi' " S' .e4S -- Wasflngtn, ~t, ~S ~( (~ .~=S' third place at the women's Olympic qualifying basketball 
~:  T~e Z~,  Wh-.rs Con'~ Con't C~n't Stor~ .~o,vemnt Con't Tor(~t~ ~13 .~ S R~y. Pg~ . 110 1! 3~ .327 
of Night Cooking Con't Frl*nclly ¢on't book Tours Cofl't BiItlmore 19 17 ,$21 10~ Strlwbry, NY )~o ~o :v ,:=s tournament Tuesday night with a 71-58 victory over 
, , :  . M I Iw iuke l  16 16 .$00 11~ Runs ll~md In; ¢lrt~r, Mort. Czechoslovakia. " 
:' :11 C8~0~'~ J0ycl' Donshue ClIIlKIIIfl Trlgll~ffl C l i l l r l '  Pine. Cofl't New York • 15 19 .441 13~ t r i l l ,  " I | ;  Schmldt, Pfllla. .v111:: nlvldlon Con't khOO$1 InvlmtlveChill Choice P,rto~t Con't ¢levei lnd 13 17 .433 13Vs ¢1411,11,.31; W,shlngtor~ At. The victory gave Canada, which led 35-26 at the half, a4. 
Lovlng Oeflnlflon Con't Mr. Storln Underltana Anlmllllrle Col1't 801loft / )4 ~] .~x ~s ram., 27. , 2 record and kept Czechoslovakia winless in six decisions 
C~t't Con't : Con't Drill, US Up Clmle Sehlwlor Tllle.Tlmb~lr ¢on't , Welt DNIIklII DeuMII: Clrltr) MIHItrlII I1; 
'~  C i I I fo rMI  .',I* 20 !1 .$21 - -  DIv l I ,  Sin FrllnCllCO, 10; Prin. in  the eight -country  qua l i fy ing  round. 
! I Femlly ell,gent Hot Seslme s., .,c. voy,~, u. ~m) ~'  Ch..oo' )s )~ .m v, co.., e~mm.,, ~s~ s.x, Lo: > China and Yugoslavia remained tied for first with 5-I . :15. AR~etlte POtltO Art Chest Cofl't IU Femlnlr ¢,,ge . F~d Stre~ Mlnneiot. I~ is .s~4 ~ ~m~,.n, m. , records, though China defeated Yugsolavia earlier in the :11 ~ 'S  OUesl Search for Con't Art Expreu Bullneu D~ux EnMntl Aux e lk l lnd 11 19 ,486 I~  Trlplel'*' Sandbar0, Chlclgo, 
:41 ' Walt Tomorrow Con't Human MInlKiement m Afrlque Folles " ' Seattle 11 19 .4t6 IV'a $/ Mcgee, SL Loull, 4; Samuel, final round. China beat Cuba 73-65 on Tuesday and and 
• All Noon Diyl All Why In Plrlli.Mol Avll de CMI't ' K l f lU i  { I ty  12 ~ .37S $ Ph'llldllphli, 4. 
Chlldrefl Hour Our Children Raiding World Bullnel AIIo COfl'l ' 'irllll~lly' lt l i l l lf l l  delphll, I I ;  Murphy, Atl|ntn, 9; SAO PAULO, Brazil (CP) Canada defeated Mexico & & : =  Con'! Con't Llvn Con't RIInbow Summit Bo~ CeWt Clewltlgnd 7. SoS~n' S M~al l ,  Loll Angel . ,  S; 
. . . . .  • . cellf~rnll S h l t lmore  ~ Wuhlnston, Atlanta, $~ Cl~rk, 101-72on Tuesday in the opening game of the nine-country 
Scllmcl C l l l l r ' l  IIou TIMI NIW Yolk f Olkllr ld 8 Sin Frln¢llRo,. 1. : 
I i  One Another Another C6C Give and Tlke Choice Con't Betsy MI Iw luk l l  3 T lx l l  2 StolO~ b l l l l :  Samuel, Ph l l l .  Americas zone Olympic men's baeketball qualifying ' Life World World Newt . ' 
~: to Coil'! Coil'! Take Zoo. Zao, Zoo SUl~lr Au Con't I~lfl'OIt i s411tnl 4 cloll~ll~ 31; Wlgglnlk Sin Diego, tournament. , , 
ira. ;il Uve con't co~'t 3o On U~e level Merketlns Jour ~of1't ChlClilO : K,nsas ClIV : 'I;~ Redus, Cln¢Inn,th 1& ' The win,:led by 21 po ints  f rom unhera lded  Grog Wi l t je r  
' "lroroNo $ Mlnmls0tll 2 (10 In- Pitching (4 dec ld la) :  Lynch, 
HOtkOltll Hot~ltl| NIMch Ysn It  Cofl't Jour Cofl~ ntn0s) NeW YorK, 4.0, 1.000, 2.1t; Hon. of Victoria,avengedaeetbaektotheMexicansatthePan. 
Con't Con't Glme go it for the Mldlc l l  Clneml " Cofl't TIKIly*l n l l t l l l  ey¢utt, LOl Ang l l l i ,  S-l, .11:1, Anter iean  Games in Venezuela that cost Canada a medal 
Con't Con't Co,'t Yo.r~et! BIIo9 Anthropology Long Con't loroNo .t ~n~mt, ~.m show, S.. O~o, S4, .m, Three of the nine countries here will emerg(~ as - -  Boston et CllVllfld N 2.251 Soto, ¢in¢lnnMI, S-I, .153, 
• WOmlm The Breakllwey The Con't Con't Pants Heldln' ¢ l l l f~' f l | l  at 81dflmore N 2.49; Sanderlon, CMclIso, 4.1, qualifiers for the 1984 Summer Olympic Games in Los 
~J) to yon Con't V~no Con't Con't Con't /or Sea.I, et Oetrolt N .leO, =.34. . 
woman H,rron Con't sncl the YIn Cm GO to Con't SroIdwlv Olk l lnd lit New York N Strlkl~lvtl:  Soto,  Clnclnnath Angeles'. O Con't S h~ Con'! Restle,t Cook Sell Con't Con't T r i l l |  at • Nq lweuk le  N $7; Ryin, Houlton, L *~' ~ '  The  Canad ians  used  a physical offence to dominate the • 
Kn. .  c.v it ch)cmo N N.w Yo~; s~, v.~mz,.)., i.~ smaller Mexicans,whom they had regarded lightly prior 
• " ' Gt~m Tag I)o~no ~ t  
41~ u .  ~..,-y p~,.', s~. ,  s~,m. ~m.~ o,m., ~.,.).,, s). to the Pan-Aineriean Games. WiltJer led a first-half blitz ;15 et 4 IIIl~d Court Con't Street Wle Gehtl Con't Cofl't Boltofl I t  CleVeland N SIVl I :  OOIlagl, :Sin Dleg0, 
Con't Con't Newscope One Day Cofl't RelKl'AIong TrlbOulldon SlIc ChI¢IKIO It .  Toronto N I~; Suttlr,..$l..Ll~Jll~..l:. J.lollirld, w i th  17 points aa the.Canadia.s,,built a 55-37 lead and 
C4~'t , ...., f4xl't - .;,- C4m'l , ,  . . . . .  .',it • Time Con't Wrltl On Con't Pick. TeXl l  8t ,'MIIweukle N PhiildllPhll, ~. snared a game-high nine rebounds, 
,I 
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I c rac:ks: : ;  : Billy +S m it h' s ar rn o r . . . .  ~l~r  :~I I~ 
....,:~::. . . . . . .  .. . ..- . . , . , . :~  : .. 
• /"~'DMoNTON (Cp')::'~::": Tuesday night the Oilers '- same th ing / "  + 
Billy : i~!~ .has: loomed 
like 'a ghmt :nemesiS for 
Edmonton Oilers .~ 
through6ut their five years :
in:~the National 'Hockey 
Le. a~ue. 
Nomatter how well the 
Oilers played against New 
York Islanders the brash, 
youthful offensive stars 
were constantly stymied ~ 
by the brilliance of the 
New,  York Islanders 
gualtender, especially in 
post-season play. 
ended, the years • of The Oilers. did i t  by 
fr=tratlon with~ :'goal- d em0nstrattng a middle- 
Sea,ring eruptbns: that • aged maturity and 
"eaYr~ed them to a 7:2 win refusing to Panic when the 
over New York, a 2-1 lead Islanders gotan early.lead • 
in the Stanley Cup final and pressed for a second 
:and, p~rhaps .... most goal that  could have 
satisfying for them, sent broken Edmonton's will. 
Smith to the showers ear ly . .  ~:,That •first period was 
"They got onus on the "crucial for us," said 
Isle when we were down Islanders' coach Al 
and rubbed our faces in it a Arbeur. "We just d/dn't 
little bit,!' said Edmun- capitalize on our good 
toe's two-goal scorer Mark chances." 
Messier. "We had to do the They didn't cap talize 
Memorial cup tournament 
Kamloops advances to 
mainly - / because of of the night, fifth in two Billy, we penetrated their 
Edmonton ' :  gbalt~nder :: games and 12th in the whole defensive game," 
Grant,Fuhr who kept the playoffs, said Coffey. "We were CLINCii TIlE GAME 
Oilers alive by beating getting to the rebound Messier and Kevin 
Anders Kallur on a twb~n- About five minutes later tonights . . . usually the Mcclelland scored 20 
nothing break and stepping the tide shifted Islanders have two or seconds apart near the 
John Tonelll on a shor-, dramatically. Mark three guys pouncing on five-minute mark of the 
thanded breakaway. :: Messier's first of two goals them." third period to defuse any 
TIES TIlE ~AME tied the game at 8:28. "On both goals there New Yoru comeback 
Defencenian Kevin Lowe Glenn Anderson and Paul were assignments that thoughts and send Smith to 
tied the score at 13:49, Coffey scored 17 seconds were missed," said a the bench. 
breaking in off the left apart in the final minute disappointed Mike Bossy. It was a moment the 
side. and the Oilers could sense "After tte first one we just Oilers and their fans had 
Clark Gillies restored they .had finally cracked didn't settle down." waited for, The ear- 
New York's lead early in Smith's armor. On beth goals Anderson piercing chants of "Billy, 
the second with his second "More than just beating and Coffey were allowed to Billy, Billy" and "We want 
• grab rebounds in front of Billy" echoed through the 
Smith, wait until the building. 
netminder went down and The Oilers were very 
then beat him. cautious not to say 
"We had to gamble a anything derogatory about semi finals little afterthat i td ldn' t  Smith. They agreed Smith, 
me work," New York the best money goaltender 
defenceman Stefan Per- in the game and a leading 
,. ,  sson said of the third candidate for a second 
Laforge. "Maria gave such a show 
"We got stronger as the tonight," said Begin oi 
game went on. Lemieux, who" finished 
"We had some cam- with a goal and two assists 
posure. I thought we m three games here aflcr 
handled the puck really racking up 333 points in 
well. Some of our plays on QMJHL regular season 
the power play actua!ly and playoff play. "We've 
turned out the way they asked so much of him this 
were drawn up." year. 
Laval's star centre MemOROA- cup 
Maria Lemieux, who's (At Kltch~ef, Ont,) - 
Round RoMe 
expected.to be the No.l w-  F A PO 
pick in the NHL entry draft Kltchener 2 O 17 9 4 
- Ottawa 2 O 11 6 4 
in June. had his best game x-Kamloops 1 2 t2 17 S 
of the tournament. In 3, ~ Laval O 3 10 18 O 
period. "It seemed every "straight Conn Smythe 
shot they took went it." trophy as the most 
KITCHENER, Ont. (CP) scored the first of'his tWo ~eputation for getting into 
- -  Holding a .lead gave goals on the opening shot penalty trouble while 
Kamloeps Junior. Oilers a on net 38 seconds into the dominating the Quebec 
luxury they hadn't yet game, the Junior Oilers Yajor Junior Hockey 
enjoyed at the Memorial then used some costly League this season. They 
Cup hockey tournament. Loyal penalties to gain the " stlllmanaged to finish with 
They could play defense, lead. Evason scored at 5:08 a 54-6 regular-season 
"It's a good feeling to get and was followed by Jim record with only twolosses 
up on a team," said cap. Camazzola with a power- in the playoffs. 
tale Dea, Evascn as the play goal at 11:20 to give The penalties were the 
Oilers defeated Loyal Kamloops a 2-1 advantage, major drawback as the 
Voisins 4-3 to advance to Ken Danneyko and Brian Voisins were witless in 
the semifinals in their first Bortuzzl" completed the three games during their 
national chan~,piouship scoring for the Western Memorial Cup debut. 
appearance. Hockey League champions Still, Loyal coach Jean 
"We're a pretty good who'£mlshed with a 1-2 Begin soid he was proud of 
defensive club once we've record in the single round- . his team. 
got the lead." robin. Jacques Geyette "We worked very hard," 
That would have been a scored the other ' Lava] said Begin. 
difficult fact to uncover goal. "We won tonight on the 
during the Junior Oilers' In the semifinal game face~)ffs and the body 
first two games, a 9-7 Thursday night, Kamlocps checking. 
heartbreaker to Kitcbener faces the laser of tonight's "We bad some good 
Rangers and S-1 dumping game between Ontario scoring chances, sure, but 
by Ottawa 67s. Kamloops Hockey League rivals then that's what makes the 
trailed Kitchener 8-0 atone Rangers and 67s, both 2-0 winners and losers." 
point and Ottawa 5~). and vying for a bye t~ the Kamloops coach Bill 
During those games the final. Laforge, who's the leading 
Ramloops' young defence "We just took too many candidate to become the 
was harrassed by the penalties," said Sills. next coach of the National 
opponents' forecheckers, "It was a different kind Hockey League's Van- 
giving up the puck several of refereeing situation for couver Canucks, also 
times, us compared with our thought he Junior Oilers' 
SCORES FIRST GOAL league." lead aided the offence. 
Although Francois Sills The Voisins, had a "It was important," said 
New record for 
Magic Johnson 
While Earvin (Magic) "He does a great job night Celtics jumped in front 
Johnson was handing out a in and night out." early and Cruised ~ a 119- 
record number of a , is ts ;  Johnson's 24 assists : '~  r:o:~.,e',~qV~r,,,',J~i|~'~t ~ 
Los Angeles L~kers coach RWt~Ote4he.playoff ,record uucKs m the opener 9~ 
Pat Riley was.paying him Of 20 ssfhy San Antonio's theirbest~of-~even Eastern 
a rather unique cam- Johnny Moore last year. Conference final. 
pliment --  he wasn't really The victory gave the Celtics 119 Bucks 96 
valuable player in the  ." 
playoffs, will be back. 
"'This definitely gives us. :. 
confidence but it won't . .  
mean anything to Smith," 
cantioned Coffey.."You 
can bet your last dollar 
he'll be back Thursday 
night." 
Dave Semenko scored i 
Edmonton's final goal; on: 
the first shot against " 
Roland Melanson, who : :  
replaced Smith. Fuhr, who 
like Smith was roughedup 
in the game, also left in the 
third period to give Andy 
Mocg some playing time. 
The fourth game in the 
best-of-seven- final goes 
here Thursday night with 
the fifth game here 
Saturday. 
minutes of playing time x-qunl[ty for semifinal 
Tuesday Relult 
Lemieux aroused the Kamloops 4 Laval 3 
crowd of 6,298 With some . Tonight's Game Kitchener vs. Ottawa, 7:30 
deft puck control, p.m. 
CLGA ladies golf 
From May 12 through June 3, 1384, all CLGA members 
throughout District 7 may play their qualifying rounds for 
a place on the Zone 7 B.C. Summer Games Golf Team. 1 M O N D A Y  • S A T U R D A I '  
This is a best ~vo ut of three scores played uring this 
• three week period on their own home course. Interested 
7am 
a . , , .  
ladies.please contact your Club Captain for full details • , lu l~m 
now. 
Also at this time all  Lady Golfers h . ld  be entering the I U N D A Y  • l m-8pn 
Prince Rupert Ladies Jubilee on June 2 & 3 to try and 
qualify [or our District 7 Teams in the Provincial B.C. 
Amateur and B.C. Seniors. The winner and runner-up RESTAURANT 
from beth categories will represent this District at the SUND T I I U N K  
B.C. Amateur in Richmond on July 2, 3, 4, & 5 and the 
Seniors at Glen Meadows Golf Course at Sidney V.I. on J t  tke  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  _ 
• 
The weather is improving so lets have lots of entries in D 
these competitions..They are all great fun. Remember 
B.C. Summer Games is e~rly this year-  July 19, 20 & 21 at 
Bumaby Mountain. The other ~o are also early in the 
season so should not interfere with holidays. Good luck ~.o.~o~-~o~-~,,~o~-~o-~.o~o~o~-~~ .. 
• and good golfing. 
• I.~,~.'r.~ ,]~na,Wiicox,~District'rChalrman . . ,~:~,,' ,.: ,...,.,: ...~. , .: :., .u, - . ,  : . . . . .  ~,~..i .,. ~ . . . . .  l,, ...... " " "  . . . . .  r"T- 
" NHL's  ., ALEXANDER GRAHAM BELL 
noticing. 
"He does it every night," 
the takers coach said after 
Johnson bad a National 
Basketball . Association 
playoff record 24 assists in 
Los Angeles' 118-102 vic- 
tory over Phoenix Suns on 
Tuesday night. 
"I was unaware of the 
large number of assists he 
passed out," said lRiley. 
takers a 2.0 edg e over  the 
Suns in the bests)f-seven 
Western Conference 
• .Championships. The clubs 
now switch to Phoenix for 
games Friday and Sunday. 
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar 
led the Los Angeles coring 
"We came out 
• aggressively," ' sa id  
Celtics' guard  Gerald 
Henderson. "I have to 
thank New York for this 
one." ' / 
While Milwaukee won its 
conference semifinal 
with 91 points while Larry . series last Thursday, 
Nance paced the Suns with Boston was pushed to the 
29 points, limit --  the seventh game 
Meanwhile, Boston - -  Sunday ... 
Fi tness tips 
Some In lv re , t i ,g  IF'ael. Ahout 
the Hearl 
The average heart is 15 cm across, about 
the size of your fist. and weighs about 
0.4 kg . .  . . . .  
The heart beats continuously. 7(~ times/min 
on the average, with a half second rest 
between the beats. Highly trained 
athletes may have resting heart rates of 
less than 40 beats/rain. The lowest ever 
recorded was 28 beats/rain. 
May 13 ,21st  National 
physical activity week 
About 70 mL of blood are expelled by the 
heart on each beat. In athletes that may 
go up to 150 mL 
At rest, the heart pumps 5 L/min of blood. 
During intense activity it may pump upto  
30 I./min -- or a bathtub full every 2 mln. 
n a i fat me the heart beats over 
2 500 000 000 times and expels over . 
170 000 000 L of blood. 
A reductiOn in the resting head rat e of 
10 beats/mtn means a saving of 
fay, whole days oF work for the head 
over the, course of a year~ 
Mea.uring'Yoar Hearra !mprovemen! 
The greatest changes in the heart occur 
in the first few months of activity. If 
you're just starting out on an exercise 
program, you can fOllow your heart's 
improvement by keeping track of your 
heart rate under different corcumstances. 
The following tests don't correspond 
• exactly to improvements in overall fit- 
ness. but they do give a good idea of 
general progress. Try them every few 
weeks or so to 'see if your activity is 
making a difference. Keep trac k of your 
results on the chart below. 
1, Resting heart ate: In fit people the 
resting head rate is generally lower. The 
best time to measure it Is,first thing in the 
morning, as soon as you wake up. before 
you get out of bed or even sit up. Put a 
watch Or clock by your bed the night 
before so you'll be ready..  
2. One minute recovery rate: Take your 
pulse when you are active and your heart 
is up in its target zone, Stop, wait a min- 
ute, then take your pulse again. As you 
get fitter the number of beats by which 
your heart slows in a minute should 
increase. 
3. Difference between lying and standing 
he ld  rails: Lie down and remain still for 









" L " ~ ~ :',,~ . . ~ ~*~: ' : '  L . ratei.,Then quickly stand up and take your 
' q h ' ~,:~, , ~'~ ,.l .j.I~ ~: /  hearLrafe.agaln. As you get fitter the 
~i ,  -:~. i . ':.: .,A~i . : , ,  1 ~ I,:. number .of beats by which your heart rate 
'!* .~,~, : ', : ,,:L* ; :~:. . '" . :  increases as you stand gets smaller. 
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1. NY Islanders, Gillies I1 
(Flatlay,' B. Suffer) 1:32 
2. Edmonton, Lows 3 (Ander- 
son, Llndstrom) 13:49 
. Penaltles--O. Sutter NYIo 
Llnssmon Edm 2:27, B. Sutler 
NYI 6:30, McClelland Edm 8:49, 
Jonsson NYI 10:59, Fogofln 
Edm 14:32, Gilbert NYI, Jack- 
son Edm majors, Flafley NYI 
doubts minor, Gregg Edm 
15:16, Tonelll NYh Llnseman 
Edm 17:S3. 
Second Period 
3. NY islanders, Gillies 12 
(Troffler, Bossy)'.2:53 (pp) 
4. Edmonton, Mess(er 6 
(Fogolln) S:28 . 
5. Edmonton, Anderson 6 
'(Huddy, Gretzky) 19;12 
6. Edmonton, Coffey 7 
(Hughes, Llnsomon) 19:29 
Penalties--Hunter Edm 1:55, 
6., Suffer ' NYI 3:34, Pouzar 
Edm 10:00, Troflier NYi, Pou- 
zar Edm 14:22, D. Suffer NYI, 
• Fogolln Edm double minors 
• 17:53. 
Third Period 
7. Edmonton, " Messier 7 
(Hughes) 5:32 
8. Edmonton, McClelland 4 
(Lumlev) 5:52 
9. Edmor~ton, Semenko S 
(Kurri) 9:41 
Penalties -- Pouzar Edm 
6:16, Anderson Edm 6:.%, MoP 
row NYI, Ahderson Edm 14:i9, 
' Malenson NYI, McClofland 
Edm 19:37. 
Shots on goal by: 
HY Islanders 10 8 6--26 
Edmonton 11 12 t7~40 
GOal -- Smith, Malanssn, NY 
Islanders; Fbhr, Moog Edmon. 
ton. 
Attendance -- Ir,~gs. 
National Hockey League play- 
off scoring. Iondera after game 
Tuesday night: 
O A P 
GretzkV, Edm , 20 29 
Messier, Edm ' r 17 24 
Kurrl, Edm 13 10 23 
Coffey,, Edm 7 12 19 
BOSSy, NYI 8 10 18 
Relnhart, Col 6 I I  17 
Gillies, NYI 12 4 16 
Anderson, Edm 6 9 I'; 
Trottler, NYI 8 6 t4  
Naslund, Mtl 6 g t4 
BillOWS,' MIn 2 12 14 




Chicago Cubl activate outfielder 
JaY Johnstone; place catcher Steve 
Lake on the IS-day dlsbblsd list. 
BASKETBALL 
N|A 
Kansas City Kirtle name Jack 
McKthnly head conch, 
POOTBALL 
CFL 
Toronto Arsonlnte alga Import 
cornerback Ted Rolnasle and 
import wide 
receiver Charles Williams. 
HOCKEY 
NHL 
PklllMofphle Flyers name Bobby 
Clarke general manager, 
SOCClla 
NAIL 
Slit Olllo Sockero sell contract of 
d~encemen Martin Dormelly to 
Meml~le of the Miler Indoor 
Soccer Lngue; l i on  goeltender 
Zoltan Toth. 
invented the telephone so that 
folks could talk to each other 
inexpensively, yet. . .  
66 Deregulation of long distance rates in the United States 
has brought an end to affordable home telephones in that 
country, and ,the beginning of much higher phone bills! 
Consumers thought 
deregulation would bring 
lower rates. In fact, 
within six months it has 
brought metered local 
rates, dramatically 
increased costs to ~hops 
and businesses and a loss 
of universal home 
service. 
In Canada, the choice 
is s• l  ours, 
Deregulation doesn't 
have to happen here. 
In October the CRTC will 
decide whether to take the 
U.S. route or keep the 
Canadian telephone 
system intact. And that's 
when they'll want to hear 
how you feel about it. 99 
Exercise your right of choice. Act now to tell the CRTC before the 
deadline of May 22, 1984 that you want your voice heard at the 
October hearings. 
Call the TWU and request an information kit on deregulation 
...(112) 437-8601 1 Want information from the regulatory 
. authority responsible for this matter, 




SYSTEM. . . .  n 
LET'S KEEP IT TOGETHER I 
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL - 437.8601 I
IN VAN(Y)UVER 
~ r - - - - ' - -  - - - - - - - - - - - -  - -  - - - -  
o Mr. J. G. PATENAUDE 
SECRETARY GENERAL, C.R.T.C. I 
OTTAWA, ONTARIO K1A 0N2 
RE: TELECOM PUBLIC NOTICE tN44 INTEREXCHANOE I 
COMPETITION ANO RELATED 18SUES 
Our Mr. Patenaude: , I 
B I would like to be oonlldersd in interesled pedy In the 
hearings Into the above mltters. Plusa Nfld me II~ I 
mlatld materiels. 
B I WOuld like to be In Intervener Inthe head,Is Into the I 
above metier, 
Yours truly, I 
n +" n 
Addrsie: ...................................... 
I .......................................... I 
. --i,~-~'"~"~ / 5261 Lane St.. Bumaby. B.C. VhH 4A6 ~ . ,  Burnaby, B.C, VSH 4A6 il (THISma C~P-ON wm ..BE--INTO-------THE CRTC..BY..., __MAY 22.iyD~)ni 
q 
)age 6, The fill'aid, Wednesday, May 16i 1984 
i i i i  i ii . 
4-H demonstrat ions Judge Constable 
Terry Pakenham presents a medal l ion to' 
junior si lver medal winner  Cindy Wyatt. 
Scorekeeper  Ken Awmack  and 
demonstrations judge Vista Douglas 
watch. 
Grooming pooch 
4.H day feature 
by DIANE WYATT 
Self determination is one of the many qualities 
that 4-H helps to instil in its members. Many of us 
were amazed to watch four junior and two senior 
teams present heir demonstrations. The 4-H 
district demonstrations were April 28 in the Terraee 
Health Center auditorium. 
Some of the things we were shown were how to 
make finger jello and how to groom your pooch. 
Many humorous, ituations arose. These helped 
nervous parents and relatives to relax by allowing 
them to release their nervousness in laughter. I was 
amazed at the poise and maturity the children at- 
tained. 
We were fqrtunate in having three excellent 
judges, Vista Douglas, Constable Terry Pakenham, 
and Dave Simmons. They gave many helpful 
suggestions tothe competitors which were grsafly 
appreciated by all. Timer and master o f  
ceremonies for the day was Sharon Taylor. Score 
keeper was Ken Awmack, assistant district 
agriculturist from Smithers. 
Medallions presented tothe winners were donated 
by the Kitsum Kalum Farmers Institute. Winners 
were as follows: gold, Low Knull and Christina 
Wyatt, of the Boots-n-Saddles Horse Club, silver, 
Scott Taylor and Cindy Wyatt of the Boots-n-Saddles 
Horse Club, bronze, Trevor Muller and Shawn 
Wyatt of the Cedar Beef Club. Seniors: gold, Tins 
Knull and Laura Pollvks of the Boots-n-Saddles 
Horse Club, silver, Kim Fairlens and Kim Kaye of 
the Boots-n-Saddles Horse Club. The gold-winning 
junior team and the two senior teams will represent 
Terrace at the regionala meet in Smithers, May 26. 
We now have six 4-H Clubs in Terraee, a garden, 
craft, dog, beef, horse, and a combined rabbit, 
sheep, and goat club. There are 100 4-H members 
and many leaders and assistant leaders. 
Kitimat has an aetive Horse Club with ap- 
proximately 15 members. Anyone interested in 
joining 4-H must be from eight o 19 years old. For 
further information, phone Sharon Taylor at 638. 
800~ or Kathy Tycbo at 635.5059. 
• . _ .  
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Labor uoae  cl lan us 
' ~.~ . "  ".':~i.:'..:~"!.~: . .' . , . :  ". "--':,.: ;" . .~ ,:; • 
OTTAWA (CP) --  Extensive new family e might choose to begn a family ~ ' ~ , ~ 1 ~  ~ ~ ' ! i  
leave guarantees were promised Tuesday after only a short period in  a job but ' ~ ~ ~ ~  ~~i : : i  
b Laber Minister Andre Ouellet in a .statistics show they women are likely t o y  ~ ~  ~ ~..-' K ' ~~ ii: 
Labor Code . . . .  ", : ; ,  , ~ni~J~,~l t / , - , , . .~ ,?~ ~ ~ i  
. . . . . .  ks' un aid He also said the changes will prevent ~ ~ 1 1 1 [ ~ ~ ~ ' , ~  ~ ~  ~1 
;?;!2:, i 
for pregnant mothers. . . , ,  
The added portion of the leave could be Although this was the intent 'of the Ch°engsr a~u~t~ms ba bY Sicffee r ~ul i i S.?oWn~e~ ! ;~ r  ~ ~:  ts ~a: ;: i~ n g 
taken by either parent and only three original code, the courts have ruled that • ~' ' 
months' employment instead of the the law isn't worded carefully enough to course  held April 9 to April 30. The course, sponsored by the Kinette 
current 12 months would be required to 
qualify, Ouellet told a news conference. 
He also said the child-care provisions 
would also apply for the first time to 
parents of adopted children. 
He promised package priority in 
Parliament but critics were skeptical that 
it would be passed before an election is 
called. 
The Code applies to a minority of 
Canadian workers, mainly those in the 
transportation and communications in- 
dustrtes, but Ouellet said employees on 
ships, aircraft, trains, at~d in petroleum 
development industries will now come 
under the code. 
stop employers imposing leave if they 
wish, he noted. 
Other provisions guarantee mployees 
the right to be kept informed of career 
opportimities that arise while they are 
away from the job and to reinstate them at 
the same position unless transfer to a 
comparable position is unavoidable. 
Employers wsuld also be prohibited, 
when making any decision on training or 
promotion, from taking into account he 
fact that an employee ispregnant or plans 
to take child.care leave. 
Other changes would force employers to 
continue pension, health and disability 
Club, was divided into six sessions, four with guest speakers: child 
care, Norene Hawkins, f i rst  aid, Ran Fleming, chi ld safety, Eileen' 
Callanan, child behavior, Wendy Giesbrecht, and then the written test 
and wind.up celebration. 
Northwest College offers 
new entrance scholarship 
benefits during periods ofteave, to include new scholarship lan to encourage high system and are renewed each semester 
SHORTER PERIOD :. such time when calculating seniority, to academic achievementand help offset he the student maintains a high average. 
Ouellet said the qualifying period for pay handicapped people at least the rising costs of post-secondary education. Current tuition rates ~or an academic 
maternity leave is being shortened minimum wage and to avoid laying off The scholarships are'available to full.time year atlheCollege range from M48 to tg,60,, 
• ~ . . . . . . . . . .  ~ " • students at thd,~eollege in, academic;,. Fur ther  information and application because women have estabLshed a thsm~ssmg, susvendmg, demoting or  
.. . , , .  . ; .~- .  - .  , - -  : ,  , 
pattern of permanent partienpatmn an the disciplining.ill or injured workers who are career, and Vocati(~nal full-time i)rugmms, forms are available from regional college 
work force, absent less tlian 12 weeks, of three months or more. , centers or the registrar's office at the 
Studentswho are graduating from all Terrace eampus. 
' TERRACE-- Northwest community college region high'soheols are eligible. 
College announces a new entrance Those who graduate with an A average 
.scholarship lan. H igh  school students will have all their tuition paid; those with a 
graduating with high marks may be able B+ average will have 75 per cent of their 
to attend the eollege without paying tuiUon paid; and those with a B average 
tuition, will have half of their tuition paid. 
The college board recently approved the Scholarships will be paid on a semosler 
No tobacco ads 
closeto schools  :l usiness dlitecto(. l 
OTTAWA (CP) -- Health the Canadian Tobacco 
Minister : Monique Begin 
has asked, the 'tobacco 
industry to tighten up its 
advertising code and get 
rid of all indoor and out- 
door cigarette ads n~ar 
schools. 
"Last spring, • the 
tobacco manufacturers 
assured me that they were 
adhering to the spirit and 
the letter of their ad- 
vertising code;" the 
minister said in a news 
release Tuesday. 
"I was therefore 
Manufacturers' Council. 
The rule says "NO 
Cigarette or cigarette 
tobacco product will be 
advertised on. posters or 
bulletin boards located in 
the immediate vicinity of 
primary or secondary 
schools." 
In a telephone interview 
from Montreal later 
Tuesday, a spokesman for 
the council said the 
violations have been 
corrected and a new 
monitoring system set up 
"to ensure' against human dismayed to discover, • error" in the future. 
thanks to the Non- "W~ were as displeased 
Smokers' ~ Rights as  the miqister was when 
Association# that one rule td~t ~i~Si'~(i#,St't~ light," 
of this code is being Widely, the spokesmansaid of the flouted, since there are a 
large number of .  tobacco violations. "We continue to 
take Rule 11 very advertisements within 200 seriously." 
metres of schools." Begin's letter to the 
Earlier this year, a council referred to both 
survey by the association indoor and outdoor ad- 
in eight cities found 250 vertisementa nd asked 
examples of cigarette that the current limit of 200 
signs and billboards within metres be increased to 500 
200 metres of schools, metres. 
It said the ads were The council spokesman 
flagrant violations of Rule said a reply to the minister 
11 of the voluntary code of is still being prepared. 
It's a real powerhouse 
TORONTO (CP) -- A house just 
vest of Toronto is getting so much 
"~nergy from the sun it occasionally 
eeds its surplus into the local hydro 
ystem. 
The house is that Of Allan Foster; 
'urator of the Kortright Centre for 
Conservation, near the village of 
Kleinburg, and the energy is 
produced by a $12,000 photovoltalc 
Imit on the roof of a small building 
hdjacent to the home. 
The system provides up to 1,000 
sity's electrical engineering 
department designed and built 
controls linking the system with the 
conventional residential system of 
Vaughan Township Hydro. 
Occasionally, the unit's output is 
more than the Foster family rec]uires 
and some electrical energy flows 
away from the two-storey house into 
the Vaughan system. 
.FIRST OF ITS KIND 
Per Drewes of Ontario Hydro's 
colder the day, the better it works," 
said Drewes. "It just loves cold 
weather, when the conductors work'., 
better and the operating voltage goes 
np." 
However, it does have a problem -- 
it often doesn't start working in the 
morning. 
"For some reason, it seems to need 
someone to go out and give it a kick," 
he said. 
design and development division said Drewes aid the system is still far 
more expensive than other sources of 
electricity, but the cost today is only 
one-third the price of a comparable 
unit three years ago. 
"And this is one energy source 
where costa are coming down," he 
said. 
tvatts of power as direct current at the installation is unprecedented in 
between 245 and 300 volts. An in-:  Canada.' He said that although 
~erter changes the flow into the photovoltaic systems hove been used 
~onventiunal 115 volts and alter- elsewhere, they have been isolated 
The installation, part of an exhibit 
on renewable nergy, is expected to 
be visited by thousands of students 
annually, and Ontario Hydro has 
promised to continue monitoring its 
performance for at least five years. 
hating current. 
i The sun-powered house is a joint 
~xperiment by Ontario Hydro, the  
University of Toronto and the 
Metropolitan Toronto and Region 
Conservation Authority. 
i Hydro designed and installed the 
hOtovoltalc system, the con- 
rvation authority erected the 
building housing it and the univer- 
from power grids. 
Drewes aid the installation'is also 
the first roof-integrated array in the 
country. The photovoltaic modules 
are designed to be capable of 
replacing conventional roof sheeting 
and shingles. 
The system works particularly well 
on cold, sunny days. 
"Contrary to popular belief, the 
ate h for a soul rn Seahrc 
HALIFAX (CP) - -  yl ' Women at the meeting helpec] each says Jeanne Sallman, who runs the 
Whcadon, fed up with buying four other deal with the psychological sboe-exchange and donauon service 
Shoes every time she needs two, is effects of a deformit as well as the from her home in Indianola, Iowa Y . . " 
~earching for a sole mate. practical problem of finding someone Computers at the non-proht serwce 
• Like thousands of North with a shoe to trade, match up people who need the same 
Americans, she has different sized " "Although I never pitied myself two sizes but on the opposite feet, 
feet -- different enough so that one because of my deformity, I always ' . . 
pair won't do. It was frustrating and felt people were looking at it, and / - t~,~ ~ r,.~ol. 
expensive buying a pair sized 5~ to some really were," said Wheadon, ~,4vt  g l~t l  
have one to fit her right foot and a whose right foot is small because of bull's eye 
pair sized seven to fit the left. childhood polio. "People would try to 
: The brand-new leftovers "mostly 
( 
pll ended up m the garbage," says 
~Wheadon, who lives in the rural 
ommunity of Hilden outside Trero, 
.S. "There wasn't much else you 
~ould do." 
! But not long ago, she discovered 
~here's a way to tackle the problem. 
Sbe found out about wo groups that 
~ater to people who, because of a 
birth defect, a childhood malady, on 
accident or a continuing health 
problem., need shoes of different 
sizes. By meeUng the right partner; 
they could swap their mismatched 
footwear. 
~ One was the Club Step and a Half of 
Toronto, which recently held its first 
}neeting. 
sneak a glance at your foot when they 
didn't think you were looking. 
"I was very self-conscious and 
that's just how the rest of those 
women were." 
The other group is the National Odd 
Shoe Foundation, •which Wheadon 
learned about through RIpley's 
Believe or Not, o syndicated 
newspaper feature that chronicles 
the world's oddities. 
The foundation was created in the 
• United States'40 years ago, largely to 
serve amputees from the Second 
World War and victims of the polio 
outbreaks that preceded the 
discovery of a vaccine. 
More than 13,000 North Americans 
are registered with the foundation, 
BRUNTON, England (AP) --. 
Tony Pierre landed slightly off 
target in his first parachute jump, 
but still scored a'bull's-eye. 
The 2&year-old clerk descended 
609 metres into a field next to his 
intended landing ground on 
Brunton Airfield - -  and plopped 
onto the back of a grazing bull. 
"I landed half-astflde the bull, 
and it bolted aeress the field, 
throwing me off," said Pierre, 
who lives in Middlesbrough, 112 
kilometres south of this northeast 
England town. 
"I was "werriedenough about 
doing the jump. The training 
never prepared me for anything 
like that." 
Total Business Services 
iNTRODOCTORY OFFEO 
• PHOTO COPIES 10' each• 
638'8195 as0 
diagonally opposite the library 
OFFICE HAHAGEHENT SERVICES 
II I .  IR II 
Holld  Home & Pg dare 
BONDED & INSURED 
" P lann ing  a Ho l iday  but  hav! 'ng  a 
prob lem f ind ing  Competent  & Re l iab le  
• care .  
TRY OUR STANDARD FEE  
OF ($6.00) PER bJtYi  
o __  We e l se  have  o ther  package  ra tes  
Why Ru in  a good  ho l lday  by  wor ry ln~h 
Ca l l  Today  and  ar range  fo r  an  ap '  
. , Po ln tment ,  
m P HeN E 638-8402 
1N-4741 
Skeena Hall [~lOliO 
Torrm, O.C. , J -,6703 
NEW 
MOBILE  HOMES 
on display in Pine Park 
set up, skirted, ready for occupancy 
• Energy Efficient &.Affordable 
i 635'9418 1 3889 Muller Ave.  
R.V .  REPAIRS  
L :~~ PARTS- NEW& USED ~,I ALL R,V, REPAIRS 
Inc lud ing  Insurance  C la ims  
i 
47S9 Hight~ay 16 West  635"6882 
re _.=o, s.c. veo Im 635-6945 
RB ELECTRONICS 
Warranty Work On 
Sanyo, Fisher, Candle, York, Toshiba, 
Zenith, Lloyds, 
Repairs to all makes of 
Stereos & T.V.'s 
4901 ORAHAM ' A .~n 0111~ 
TE R RACE , , ,v , ."  . . . .  
DAVID J DEDILUKE 
BRITISH COLUMBIA LAND SURVEYOR , 
3305 KENNEY STI~EETI 
TERRACE• B C V8G 3G3 
638-1449 
g.  • 
FORHIRE 
. 
John here 510 Backhoe 




REAL  ESTATE APPRAISERS 
& CONSULTANTS 
STEVE R. CULLIS 
635.5211 
BOX 441 
TERRACE. BC,  
VBO 401 ' 
i 
ao, me z 
~. ;. . 'P.'..:' .',.'.'.." IMB6 
• ~ 4 L . ~ E - ~  ~'£~" 
Windshield & 'Auto Glass I£BC q;laims 
Specialists Handled 
Promptly 
• GLAS S 
471iA K ~ N T E  RPRISE 
" r lT* r• r  " ~ . . . . . .  • - . :  , . i II i i i 
TERRACE KITIMAT 
L ;' 638"1166 632"4741 
I 
running your ad in the business 
Complete  Homeccrte  
Services 
"YARD WORK - -PA INT ING 
- -HOUSES lTT ING - -WINDOWS.  
ALL  OTHER MISC. JOBS 
LOW& NEGOTIABLE  RATES 
635-2587  or 635-8925 
, Allan Friber , 






For appointment call 
618-1026 
STYLISTS 
Sharon Cleve-Joan Pr ince- Sandy Thomson 
4844 teen Ave. 
For information on 
directory cain 635-6357 
• :~  ."- ':... " .  :"~r~mraid, Wedn~ay, May ~'~',-~4,~P~ 
: ~ ...... I I . . . . . .  . . . . .  Hill I I 
Co n t roversia! broad caster 
in hospital, on critical list 
TORONTO (CP) -- Gordon Sinclair, d 
veteran broadcaster and one of Canada's 
best-known personalities, was in critical 
condltlGh today after suffering a heart 
attack, 
A s~kesman for Queeusway Hospital in 
suburban Toronto said Sinclair, 83, wusin 
intensive care. The spokesman declined 
further ~comment. 
Slnc|air suffered the heat-t attack 
Tuesday while in a restaurant near his 
home. He had done his regular CFRB 
radio news commentary earlier in the day. 
sinclair made a career and handsome 
living from advice he once gave a young 
reporter -- make yourself controversial. 
His preoccupation with money, penchant 
for asking,embarrassing questions as a 
panelist on the long-running CBC program 
Front Page Challedge and public attacks 
en religion made S~clair the man many 
Canadianplove to hate. 
Born in Toronto in !900, Sinclair once 
said he deliberately set out to become 
controversial because "1 wasn't getting 
anywhere being mild-mannered." 
Gwyn (Jocko) Thomas, a veteran 
reporter for the Toronto Star and CFRB 
who started us an 'office boy at the  
newspaper, said today he remembers 
Sthdair when he was a Star reporter. 
"He'd sit there with his hat on just 
waiting to rush out on !a story," Thomas 
said. "It was his work that brought he 
then Toronto Dally Star past the Evening 
• Telegram." 
Sinclalr's newspaper career, which ran 
off and on between 1923 and 1960 with The 
Star, included a stint =is a globe-trotting 
reporter, an ear|y association with Ernest 
Hemingway, a job as sports columnist and 
a time'as women's editor. 




before ending his career at the newspaper-- 
voluntarily, was a pioneer with Front Page 
Challenge, starting as a panelist in 1957 
.and appearing for more than 25 years. 
In  addition to his career in journalism, 
Sinclair Was a commercial spokesman for 
Dominion Stores Ltd. for more than 20" 
years and an honorary director of the 
company: He also did commercials for 
other companies. 
He became something of a hero in the 
:-United States in 19/3 following a broadcast 
that was turned into a record and even- 
tually brought "the biggest mall of my 
career." 
"Over the strains of the Battle Hymn of 
the Republic, Sinclair castigated an 
ungrateful world for turning against . he 
U.S. -- then beset by the ef~ergy crisis, 
Watergate and the pall of the Vietnam War 
- -  after accepting millions of dollars in 
file claim aid He once said his interest in money was 
CHARLESTON, W.Va. (AP) -- '~rea ingrained from childhood when his 
lung cancer victims have filed suit against mother, a poor Scottish immigrant, lm- 
14 tobacco, distribution and advertising pressed on him a determination to become 
corporations, claiming they were not rich. 
warned that cigarettes ~e addictive. "Money isn't everything," he once 
The $9.3 billion lawsuit conten'ds the reflected. "But it's good for the nerves." 
companies negligently and intentionally Sinclalr and his wife Gledys, formerlyof 
failed to warn the public that tobacco Mount Forest, Ont., had three sons: 
products are physically and Gordon, a radio, commentator in Man- 
psychologically addictive, treal; Donald, an engineer in• Guelph, 
The cancer victims areasking for $2.7 Ont.; and Jack, a color technician in 
billion each, and their spouses are each Toronto..A daughter, Jean, died of a viral 
asking for $420 m~bn..-  : :" ' :  : ..... . . . . . .  mt~uon m 1943 at age 11. 
P score card on computer games 
Home computers are reputed to be terrific 'ingredients of sound effects and graphics, and what scares you," it says on the package, but 
games machines, keeping children and adults there is little variety in the game's overall there's nothing scary about his game. 
endlessly entertained. But a computer isonly 
as good as the software you plug into it - -  the 
instructions that make a screen come alive in 
color and sound .with space invaders or 
Pacman. ~: 
There are plenty of duds among the 
thousands of slickly packaged game 
programs available for every popuia brand of 
computer. Most of the software costs between 
$30 and $60, a price liable to leave the pur- 
chaser of a poor game feeling ripped off. 
Products of lasting entertainment value are 
rare. 
Here's a rundown and personal ratings for. 
some current games: 
Quest for Tires ($45), supplied on a car- 
tridge for the Adam computer, isproduced by 
Sydney Development Corp. of Vancouver, 
which has the exclusive world rights to use 
characters from the comic stripe B.C. and 
Wizard of Id for computer games. 
Unfortunately, this:game's use of B.C. 
characters may be its only claim to gene~il 
appeal. Thor moves along on hisprehistoric 
unicycle with the obJeet.uf rescmng another 
B.(;. character f om a dinosaur. The player 
uses the controls on the computer joystick to 
make Thor jump over rocks and duck under 
tree branches, r While the  action moves 
boringly* from'left o right. 
Uflima ;inative use is made of .the key 
design. 
Rating: D. 
Hard Hat Mack ($52.50) was designed by. 
two San Diego high school students for 
Electronic Arts, a California software 
company, and is supplied on disk for Apple, 
Commodore and Atari computers. 
This game is addictive. Use the joystick to 
send a little construction worker around the 
girders of an unfinished building, riveting 
pieces to fill the gaps. Other figures try to 
block your path, but you can take an elevatoi" 
or jump on a springboard tocontinue. 
Complete the first level and then go to a 
different part of the construction site, where 
you have to step on to conveyor belts and 
hoists and pick up tool. boxes. There are at 
least six levels, offering sufficient "challenge 
The premise is that a girl has been kid: 
napped from her bedroom and the player 
must rescue her. A joystick is used to 
n~otiate a stick figure's route through a 
neighborhood street maze, collect various 
objects and avoid being ran over by traffic. 
Other levels follow, but the player's interest 
quickly wanes. If the player makes amistake, 
he starts over at the first level, a fatal flaw in 
the game's design. Graphics and sound are 
poor. 
Hating: D.  
Kiekman ($33), a Commodore product, is 
supplied in cartridge format for that com- 
pany's C-64 computer. 
The player controls the movements of a 
circus clown on a unicycle who tries to catch for a long time. 
on his head balloons falling from rows above. The theme is unusual, sound affects ap- 
pealing and graphics uperb. I can't help The trick is to prevent balloons from hitting 
the ground, kicking them if necessary up over 
thinking that'even people who generally don't the clown's head to join others rainiug on him. 
like video games would enjoy this one. 
Rating: A. " Kickman is moderately entertaining, with 
attractive graphics and a pleasant melody 
Poltergeist ($40), supplied on cartridge for that plays throughout the game. However,- it
the Radio Shack color computer, is a good canbemasterodfairiyquicidy, an anygame 
example of misleading packaging. The box that does not keep challenging4he player will 
- • has a spooky design, showing a Httle girl s not hold his' interest long. 
lhouetted in front of a glowing TV. "It knows, wating: C. 
Trials or acting: 
LOS ANGELES (AP)  - -  Actress 
Kate Capshaw had a choice: snakeA 
or bugs._ 
The,. o rder ,  came f rom :. Steven 
. Spielberg, and .he  is a 'd i rec tor  
actors l isten to. And so Capshaw, 
who stars opposite Harr ison Ford  in 
In ld iana Jones and the Temple  of  
Doom, underwent the ordeal  of  
having a var iety  o f  tropical  bugs 
crawl over her body. 
It could have been worse. In the 
first Indiana Jones ca~r, Raiders 
of the Lost Ark, Karen Allen had to 
descend into a pit writhing with 
hundreds of Shrikes. Capshaw had 
only one to contend with. 
"It was a python that was 14 feet 
long and weighed 150 pounds," she 
• recalled Of the fflmi.ng at the Sri 
Pythons and bugs 
6, tanks location. It was supposed to 
wrap around me in a pond, and it was teaching school a few years 
didn't sound like :something I ~I;a!wayswanted to.act,,', said 
~ .  . . , . . .  Wanted;to. do,. :* -.~ ' .;,.~. . . . . .  
" I  never said I wouldn't do the 
scene, but Steven got the message. 
• So I had to do the bugs iusteao. 
• "Steven couldn't have been more 
considerate and kind. He appointed 
a 'bug patrol' to pick them off my 
body as soon as he said 'Cut.' We 
had a nice relationship throughout 
the picture. He never asked me to 
do anything he wouldn't do. If I had 
bugs, he had bugs." 
This is the summer of Kate 
Capehaw. Not only is she starring in 
Indiana Jones, which could be the 
year's biggest grosser, but within 
the space of a few months he will 
also be seen in a drama, Windy 
City, the science-fiction, Dream- 
scape, and Best Defence with 
Dudley Moore and Eddie Murphy~ 
Not bad for a Missouri native who 
. ago . :  " " 
_: Steven Splelber9 
the 30-year-old actress, who grew 
up Kathleen Nail in Florissant, near 
St. Louis. "I loved Audrey Hepburn 
. when I was a girl. 
"I was crazy a~out Gidget when 
she was played by Sally Field. 
Marlo Thomas in That Girl was 
another favorite of mine. I watched 
all her shows and soaked them in." 
EARNS DEGREE 
An acting career seemed im- 
possible, and Capshaw earned a 
bachelor's degree in education and 
a master's in learning disabilities. 
After she had taught for a few "' 
years, she and her husband decided 
to try their fortunes in New York._ 
" I  said 'to hell with this,' even 
though I realized I was leaving 
the worthy and admirable service 
of young minds for selfish reasons," 
she said. "we literally went o New - 
York on a, striag-'add a prayer." 
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So, when you buy your ticket, choose one that 
forecasts the last four games the way you 
think they'll come out Baseball Pool adds a 
whole new excitement to every professional 
game! 
NON-FANS' SPORtiNG CHAHCE 
Everyone knows you can't always predict 
how a game will go. So, when you buy a ticket, 
choose one with the last four numbers any 
way you like. Now, at last, you'll have a reason 
to care who wins! 
PLAY EVERY DAY 
These games are scheduled Tuesdays through 
Sunday afternoonS.You may be able to 
watch them in person or on ~ listen to them 
on the radio, and certainly ou can check the 
scores every day in the spo .rts news. 
OR PLAY oNcE A WEEK 
Sport Select Baseball Pool results will, be 
published in your newspaper every Tuesday 
and posted at every ticket outlet; Just 
match your ticket to the winningnumbers to 
see ho w you'v e done. 
DOUBI,| PLAY • 
Another way to win! This feature gives you 
a nice bonus prize if you get the last four fore- 
casts corre ~. unco~ ~r this be < to find out 
your Double Play•bonus - could be anything 
from $10 to $25,000. . 
EASY AS ONE, TWO, THREE 
Here's a typical ine-up for a one week cycle, 
scheduled every Tuesday through Sunday 
First, uncover the hidden forecasts for the first 
nine games. If the home team wins by more 
than onerun, you need a 1 in the score box. If 
the visiting team wins by morethan,one run, 
you need a 2. If either team wins by only one 
run, you win with a 3. That's all you need to 
know! The object of the game is to get a final 
sequence of correct forecasts.All thirteen 
correct wins the jackpot - a minimum of 
S250,O00..And there's a prize pool for 
any final sequence of correct forecasts, from 
the last twelve to the last four. 
Get your ticket and get playing! 
Good luck! a_4Wd.r _kzt  
Pc= 
IT, S mE MOST FUN YOU CAN HAVE 
WITH A TICKET. 
', I1 I 
I ' ~ I 1 !i i i ~ If the outcome of each of the last four , I 
I . . . .  ~ il iiilil i~ games as disclosed on this coupon / 
I ii iiiiliiii !ii!! i! is identical to the four actual game / '  
] ' i J i ~ results, this coupon wins the prize - 
I !! m m indicated under the "BONUS" box 
[ ;3 above. Rub all 9 remaining game 
I m 21 E boxesto rev~ game result forecasts , ,  
I ii .ESOL, SCOOE" 
] ...... i3 | Home WIN by more than one run. 
I ~ ;', i r; I] I m 2 VisitorsWIN by morethan onerun. 
I '~ : This pool system and issuance of coupons thereof is operated directlyor indirectly bythe~ationm~l League of Professional 3 tWJN,~.boYr °,,;~o~, °~.%n r by~r .  d )il I , . solely under the provisions of the Athletic Contests and Events Baseball Clubs or American League of Professional ~,.,,, v .~4~, , , 
, J  
Page S, The Herald, Wednesday, May 16, 1984 - . : ' : 
J m i ,,i 
-1 Communlt9 1 Communltu ! Community I Communit~ 
Services Services Services ServiceB 
r i 
~'ilteelillrle~llrlliirilvti i hOO"  R .m,  - ONE '~' .n.  PR IOR " r^ ^,n , , , -^ , ,^ , /V  I . .U IL i l I t t / IU I  I .  : .' ,, '~ , ~ •; COPY DERDLINE FOR 
THE .TERRACE Foster 
Parents Association meets 
the fourth Tuesday of each 
mbnth at Northwest 
Community College. We are 
a support group for foster 
parents. If you Would like to 






assistance wlth household 
management and dally 
llvlng ectlvltles to aged, 
hand lcapped,  con- 
valescents, chronically III, 
etc. 4530 Lakelse'Ave. 




Education Ass'n. Is 
concerned with upholding 
the right to Ilte of the 
GAY CONNECTION 
Sundays, 7-10pm 636.1362. 
(ppd.Nov.84) 
Innocent from conception to " WE WANT YOU to come 
and loin us, a family 
orientated group, wlth 
family and adult activities. 
We are a local support 
group; offering friendship, 
companionship and help if 
we can to famlllos who are 
only one parent. Come and 
loin us the One Parent 
Families Assec!atlon of 
Canada. • For Information 
phone Bea 635-3238 or Judy 
638.1935 Or write Box 372 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 2BS. 
(ppd-131uI84) 
PARENT'S-IN-CRISIS A 
self-help group for parents, 
seeking . to change 
dasfructlve patterns of 
child-rearing. Weekly 
mcetlngs. Telephone crisis 
line • 63S-SS~ or write to 
P.O. Box 494 Terrace, B.C, 
(ppd4-201une) 
natural death. Active and 
supporting members 
welcome. Phone Roberts 
















43 , For Rent Miscellaneous 
., ~ 44 ~. Properly for Rent 
t~6~ ," - R~rV~/Lf 9Bard ! 
41 Suites for Rent 
.Homes for Rent 
Services 
SituMlons Wanted 
TV & Stereo 
Musical testruments 
Fornlture & Appliances 
Pete 
Livestock 
For Sale MiSCellaneous 





CANADIAN PARENTS for 
French (Terrace Chapter) 
Monthly meeting Is held 
every last Wednesday of 
every month at 8:00 p.m. et 
the KItl K'Shon staffroom. 
For more Intermatlon call 
Cathy at 635-2151 or Sue at 
635.4691. 
(plxL~-29iune) 
KSAN HOUSE Is' 
available to women and 
children who have been 
: physically or mentally 
abused. If you need a 
safe temporary refuge 
call the HELP line 635. 
6447. (ppd.aprl130.84) 
I (:ommunlt~ Services 
3 Coming 'Event~ ' 
3 Notices 





9 Card ot Thanks 
tO In Memorium 
I1 Auctions 
I;I Garoge Sale 
13 Porsonol 
14 Business PerSonal 
15 Found ~ . . . . .  ~ , . 
16 ,~oil t .;1;~;, t ~., !i 
19 HIfp Wanted 
For .HIr~ 
FOOD FOR TNOUOHT 
Soup Kitchen -- We provlde 
free soup ito those In need; 
this se~vlce Is provlded by 
volunteers who are 
• unemployed. Dunaflons of 
food and money are needed 
to maintain this service. 
3312 .~la rki Ave. 
loam .#pin 
638-1604 
. .  (~d2-30mar84) 
TER'RA¢ E WOMEN'S 
RESOURCE CENTRE 
Drop.In centre; support 
service for women; 
Informstlon; referral; 
lending library; bookstore, 
counsel l ing;  suppor t  
groups. 
4542 Park Avenue; 




Monday at Mills Mem0rlal 
Hospital, at 6pm Phone 
-Isoho163S.9359 orGloria 635- 
5546. 
(ppd-23mar84) 
EVERY THURSDAY at .7 
p.m. in the Hospital Pysch 
Unit there Is a movie on 




SO Homes for  Salt 
51 Homes Wanted 
S1 Property for Sale 
5.1 Property Wanted 
54 Business Property 
$5 Business OppOrtunity 
56 Motorcycles 
51 Automobiles 
~A Trucks & Vans 
59 Mobile Homes 
60 Recreational Vehtc lee 
63 Aircraft 
64 F~inancia~, . 
M Ld(tJll ,. , .  l,{)')(I 9 
69 ,Te~lbers, .. ~,,', •., ,~(' 
¢LASSlPIRD RATES 
LOCAL ONLY 
20 words or t0ss St'.0O per insertion. Over ~0 
words 5 cants per word• 3or  more consecutive 
Insertions $1,~0 per insertion. 
REFUNDS 
First insertion charged for whothar run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after ad has bern tel. 
CORRECTIONS 
Must be mode belore second Insortlon. 






Rltes available upon request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED RATE 
32 cents per agate line• Minimum charge SS.00 
POr laser tiofl. 
LROAL •POLtTtCAL and TRANSIENT AD. 
VERTISING 
3/ cents per Une. 
RUSINESS PERSONALS 
$5.00 per tins per monlh. On a minimum tour 
month basis. 
"COMING EVlNTS 
For Non.Profit Organilations. Moulmum 5 days 
' inMIrtion prior to event for no charge, Must be |$ 
words or loss, typed, and submitted to Our olflca., 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY 
Noon two days prior to publication day. 
CLASSIFIED 
11:00 a.m. Qft day previous to day of publicatl0fl 
MOndly to Friday. 
ALL  CLA I I I F I ID  CASH WITH ORDIIR otMr 
thon BUSINESSES WiTH AN aSTABLISNID 
ACCOUNT. 
larel io c t l l l l  o! I I . l# in oll N.S.F. clltlUes. 
WEDDING DlSCRIPTIONS 







Card of Thinks 6.00 
In Momorlum 6.0O 
Over dO words, S cents each additional word. • 
PHONE 6t5.6357 -- Classified Advertising 
Dedartmont. 
SUBSCRIPTION RATES 
Effective OctoSer t, INIO 
Single COpy |~ 
By Carrier ruth. S3,S0 
By Carrier year 31.00 
By Mall 3 mths. 35,0O 
By Mall 6 mths. 3S.0O 
By Mall I yr.3S,0O 
Senior Citllen I yr. 3@.0O" 
British Commonwealth and United States of 
America I yr, 6S.0O 
The Herald reserves the right to claSSify ads 
under appropriate headings and to Salt rates 
there(ore and to detormino page location. 
The Herald reter~'es the right to revise, edit, 
classlty or relect any advertisement and to 
retain any answers directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Service and to repay the customer the sum 
beld for the advertisement and box rental. 
BOX replies on "Hold" instructions not picked up 
within t0 days at expiry of an advertisement will 
be destroyed unless mollie9 instructions are 
received. Those answering Box Numb0rt are 
requested not to send originals of documants to 
OVOid lOSS. All claims Of orrors in ~dvorllsements 
must be received by tho publishlr within 30 dayo 
after the lirst publlcltion• 
il IS ggrltd by Iho advori i l l r  Nqt~sting space 
IhOl lh l  Ita~lllly ol lh l  H I r i ld  In the Brant of 
fsllure' to publllh in' odvlrtlsoment or In Ihe 
0vanS of on i rror  epbe0'ring In :hi od( Irt ;~menl 
• s ~oitshed Shell be limited to the amount paid 
by the advortisor for only one Incorrent inNrflon 
,tor the portion ot Iho edvorflsini ~KO Kcuplad 
by lhe incorrect or omitted Ittm'only, and thor 
thera shaft be no liability to any' exlant greattr 
than the amount paid for suclli~dvortlslng• 
Ad~torti~ements must comply wlth the Britll,n 
Columbia Human Rights Act whl(:h prohibits any 
advortising that dls¢rlmlnat~ against any 
person because at his ro¢a, religion, seX, col0r, 
month, nationality, ancestry or piece of origin, or I 
becOU~ his ago Is bltween 44 ~fld dS yearo, I 
I t x  :199, Tin'0i0, B.C. Homo Oellvory unless the Condition is justified by a 10Onl f ide. I 
VgG 4R4 PbenelkS~k41HI [~lUIromant for th,I work involved. . ' 
TERRACE _ l  _ _  t I I  
Class f ed Ma'l "n Fo I I I - I  rm 
Your Ad . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • 
Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Address ............................... 
Town . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Phone No. of Days . . . . . . . . .  
Classification .... . . . . . . .  ;i . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  Send ad along with 
cheque or money order to: 
20 wordsor  lass: S2 per clay DAILY  HERALD 
S4.S0 for three consecutive days 3010 Kalum St 
$6 for four consecutive days r ' ~ kP Terrace, B C" 
aT.sO for five consecutive'days" VBG 2M7 





ACTION CENTRE - -  We 
ere a non.government 
agency that provldos ndvlce 
and counselllng to the 
unemployed. Our servlces 
are free. If you need help 
wlth Unemployment  
Insurance problen~s or 














Sacred Heart Church 
4830 Straume 
Wednesday' "S:30 p.m. 
(Women's Closed) 
Hospital Psych Unit 
.Thursday-- 8:30 p.m. 
(Closed) . 
Hospital Psych Unit 
Frlctey--8:30 p.m. 
(Open) 
Kermnde Friendship Centre 
• 3313 K~lum. 
Saturday --8:30 p~m. 
(open) 
Hospital Psych Unit 
Sunday--8:30p,m. 
(Men's Closed) 
Anglican Church " 
Basement 
4/26 Lezelle 







4530 Lakelse Ave. 









M EA LS-ON.WH E E LS 
635.3178 















VOCATIONA .L SUPPORT 
• & LIV ING SKILLS 
• . 635.~m 
(ppd; 
(ppcl~aug. 84) 
JUDO CLUBS For lunlor 7- 
14 y~ars. Ju:Jitsu for adult. 
For more Information call o 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
meals every Tuesday at 
6:45 p.m. In the .Skeena 
Health Unit. For In- 
formation call Jcanne 635- 
7742 or Kathy 638.0497. 
(ppc16.31aug) 
PROGRAMME CADRE- 
FRANCAIS Le Mlnistere 
de L'Educatlon afire aux 
Francophones de Terrace 
un education en Francals. 
Pour Information: J.Y. 





Canada, an International 
non.profit organization, Is 
looking for a volunteer 
family who would like to 
host an exchange student 
for the 1984.85 school year. ! 
You can discover Japan, 
Germany;  France• and. 
many Latin American 
countries by hosting one of 
the 180 students who will 
come to Canada to learn 
English end finish their 
high school. For further 
Information call Lisa 
coiled at (514)•288.3282. 
II I i 
2 Coming  
Events 
THE TERRACE Figure 
Skating Club wil l  be 
holding Its Annual General 
Meeting on May '28th at 
7:30pm In the Skeena 
Health Unit Auditorium. 
Election. of officers will 
take place. All Interested 
In this club are urged to 
attend. 
(nc-28may) 
• TERRACETENNIS CLUB 
cordially Invites all tennis 
buffs to play In the Terrace 
Tennis.Open May 19.21st. 3 
evont~.'~S~F~ deadllne' 
Wednes~lay May 16. 
Inquiries to Tourney 
Director David Burdett, 
635-5607 evenings. Hope to 
see you there (nc.16may) 
THE TERRACE Concert 
Society will hold Its Annual 
General Meet ing on 
Wednesday, 16th May at 
7:30 p.m. at Celedonla 
Lecture  Theat re .  
Everyone welcome 
(nc.,16may) 
TERRACE ART • 
Association picture loan 
will he held Wednesday 
May 16th from 7.9pm. In 




Order of the Eastern 
Star. Bake Sale & Raffle. 
Friday, May i8 at 2pm. 
:,Terrace Co.op. Proceeds to 




Action for Teens. General 
public meeting. Wed. May 
16 Spin. Carpenter's Hall, 
3312 Sparks. Film: Is 
There Llte After Puberty? 
Guest spaker • Question & 
answer. 
(ncaBmay) 
2 Coming 19  Help; 
Events W~nted 
BIRTHING BED' FUND 
Raffle. Tickets on sale at' 
Docto#s Offices and also at 
• Skeena Mall on May.18, 19 
and 31st. Draw 1 June 64.: 
1st prize . Pottery.~ CANADIAN Summer 
Casserole Dish; 2ed prize, Resort  Employment 
Puff Quilt made by the" Opportunity Information 
Ladles et Skeenavlew ' Approx.  850 potential 
Lodge.  , . .  employers listed across 
(nc . lSmay)  Canada. Details, In- 
k ' " '  r ' * ' ~ formation etc. Send 
A D INNER BANQUET stamped envelope to 
will be held.on Sat. May 26 
• at 'the Sandman. Inn. 
Starting et.: 7pm.L For 
tickets and..or more ~ In- 
formation please Contact 
Steve Ross 638.8428; Roger 
[ I I 
EARN MONEY the 
"Fuller Brush" way Phone 
Rebecca 635.3328. :
.... ' (p2.16may]. 
In ternat iona l  Em.  
ployment Service, Box 
429, Lumby, B.C. V0E 
2G0. 
(p2O.18may) 
Gibbs 635-5373; Something "EXPERIENCED 
Good Book Store 635-3803. RESIDENT Manager for 
A warm welcome and open 30 unit apartment'. Must 
invitation'to all presented have references and, be 
by: Full Gospel bondab le"  Coup le  
Buslnessmen's Fellowship preferred. Send resume to: 
. international. William Seumure, RR3, 
(nc-2~may) Kllby Road, Terrace, B.C. 
IMAGES OF RIBBON H V8G 4R6. (p4.22may) 
BLUES all native fashion 
show and dinner will be I 
held In conjunction with 22 For  
the Kermede Friendship 
5oclety's annual genera l  Hi re  
meeting to be held et 3313 
Kalum St. on 2 June 1984, 
starting at 3p.m. WE ARE .2 entllusla.stlc 
New members a re  senior university students. 
welcome and election for Envlrenmentalstudlesand 
the board of fllrectors wilt 
also be taking place. 





psychology malors with 
varied work experience -
versatile, dependahte, and 




"'A" T IC K ETE D 
JOURNEYMAN 
ELECTRICIAN 
No lobs to small, all lobs 
cons idered .  Very  
reasonable rates. Phone 
638-1762. ,
• (p20.30may) 
D.L .G .  PORTER 
CHARTERED AC.  
COUNTAN~ Trus t~ ln  
~nkrupKy,  ~celver, 
, 33  For Sole 
• mlscellcmeoui 
I I 
EQUAL IZER H ITCH 
Mirrors Included. Phone~ 




22'  R IVERBOAT 
Flbreglass over styrafoam 
and wood. fram e, with 3 
stage Ha'milton Jet and 350 






I I I  
FOR SALE-- 1976 John  






"AUSTIN-WERTERN 4 WD. 
diesel .grader with Belly 
and front blade. Good 
condition $8,000. Phone 
after 6 p.m. 635.$407. 
(p3.17may) 
43 Fat •Rent 
misc. 
FOR RENT-- Cement 
forms. Call 636.1396. 
(stfn) 
l iqu idator .  209.4650 
~L,l~,te. AY~.,..P.O e.Qx • 
,IRi; ~.03~I, 635.~702. 
(p20.28may) 
TOTAL BUSINESS SER- 
@ICES 24 hr. Answering 
Service, Typing, Paging, 
Photocopying Alarm 















--make extra money 
--meat nice people 
--work flexible hours 
--get free professional 
sales training 
AVON IS FOR .YOU 









& additions. Jour. 
neyman carpenter. 
Rate $12.00 per hour. 
Phone 638.1931. (p20- 
liuoo) 
I I I [  I 
29 mus ica l  ,~  
In i t fument l  
. . . . .  47  Suites ..... 
.... ' '-'*fat Rent  ' *~ 
I 
O ELUXE O"E 
BEDROOM apartments. 
Close to town. Complete 
with stove, fridge and 
carpet. Phone 63S-1168 
days or 635.9080 & 638.1533 
, evenings. 
(acctfn-16may) 
1 & 2 BEDROOM apart. 
P~A.O FOR.  SALE-- ment located on Brauns Island. Available for rent 
• Small upr ight ,  glossy Immedlktely.Special rates 
black, as new; must Sell. for retired or pensioner. Phone 63S.9275. ' ' 





Siberian': Husky pups. 
Ready to g0 May lath. 
Delivery can be arranged. 
Phone 112-963-9972. 
i (P3"}smay) 
STANDING AT ~ STUD i 
BE RAZTUS .2 
19/0 Q.H. Stallion 
Raztus Is a RaM Race 
Producer and Multiple 
Show RaM and Youth 
RaM Producer. Sire of 7 







APARTMENTS-- 1, 2 and 3 
5edr~m apartments. 
Downtown locality. 
Complete w!th dishwasher, 
fireplace, trldge, stove and 
drapes. Undercover 
perking. Security entrance. 
Phone 635.9317. 
(accsept12tfn) 
ONE i TWO BEDROOM 
Apts. Good rates. Calt 
manager any time for 








1, 2, and 3 bedroom 
suites available. 
635-9316 and'635.9356. ' , Art Jim & Elleen Shorter ~clous & ,.t.,. 
• r.~ ,~-. .  ~ CHILDREN S FAIR. The KltwaMa, B C e, , . , ._ . .  ,. . . . . . .  _r- . . . . . .  ,p,-w..,oy, , .~, . . o,,:,t,mfoo,,,-4,~ I=xtres I ' nclude Heat, Terrace Womens Centre School District No . . . . . . . . . .  . . . .  . .  . . oo tp~41un] hot water, laundry 
PROGRESSIVE CON. Is sponsoring a Children (Terrace) r~uires a full- facllt,l.. , e~.~, . .~  
SERVATIVE Association of Fair BUT We need your time teacher o-~f the Gltsken " ~ & ~ '~," ,~"~B~, ,~ 
Skeena. Information . energy and Ideas. If you Landuaae and Art to'teach ~,~ • • reoul~r'e"(I a''s o~;=*"h','~" 
Memberships. Phone 638. ere.interested in making Sle~nen-tary classes In ~,s I lu , , .e ,~, . I ,  " Pleas~ phune'6"3"5".S'22-'4" 
1206. this event happen come to KItwanga' -Elenlenfary. ~ ,vwe~v, , , . .  , - (ecc251an-tfn; 
• (1=4.318ug84) meeting In the downstairs 'Secondary: ,School, cam-' • ~ ~' ,~'~, i,~' -' 
of the IlbraryiMa,/22nd at menclng September 1, ~' . " . . . . .  ~,! . 1 2bdm.aASEMENTsultefor 
ARE YOU PREGNANT 7pm. 'For .  more .  In .  1984. The successful ap-' LIQUIDATION. HORSE rent. Stove, frldge In. 
~=rUPee pert confidential P' TERRACE DOG CLUB' For further I~formatlor; show .Pl~stock. De l iver ;  . (p5.18may) 
. . . . . .  ~,,,k =,,,ll,J,t. Third Annual Chore- about qualifications or the arranged Catagloclues rmmmmmmmml 
T"l'llcu'~'m'Bulld"~'~ 4/"2"i'S"u;te plomhlp Dog Shows, held program, please contact Phone-692-3,103/~ - "' ' 
i TL:TRAULT I " . at Thomhlll Community ' ~ ' . i  L..,,. Ave. ~f,= . . the pr~=lpe~. Mr. De . .~  i I~(PH~a~) 
hoursMon.toFrl.fromgam ,al l .  May1812 n~n. May Boudreeult at g49.S~4. i: . . ,  ' i i i  ".i.i"*, '' '"~i~v I ~.'; ml  . , , . .  I 
to 11am Sah~rday 9am to 19 8t.1O:30a;m; ana May 20. To apply, please,contact ~ ~* . . . . .  ~ ; '~  ~1 ruU,  l: . I 
l,mPhone635.3~0/anytlme starts at vam.~omptem. Mr. Broudreault or write ,~,~ , A . : l  Aasm~ul -m I 
.... • (ppd.iuneSl) show each day_ w!th over to Mr, Skip Bergema, . OO to (  og le  I / t r / t lE I IB lU~l : )  I 
. 100 dogs. uotn con. Assistant Superintendent mlm, '~ l l ,~n~nua I Frldee. Blow. ,~,,,,,_ t -  
SEXUAL ASSAULT HELP formation and obedience of Schools, School District . . . . . . . . .  "" . . . . .  I ,.,,,;o,.~.--.-;, "~;';::" I 
LINE 635.4~42 A 24hr. line classes. Concession men , (Terrace), 3211 Kenney I ~,;~;;;'~; , ;c ' , '~/ ,  I 
forsuppertendlnformatlon el! day long .  Public Streat, Terrace, B.C. VeG " I system . . . .  \ I 
~r victims" of sexual welcome, no admittance. 3E9 • u.ww.~t,~,~n,~m,,, I ~ . . . . .  ' / '  I 
auault. Office location:, charge. • Banquet and (acc2-is,18may) S~'~zln~"~.V~'~;h I :  l ea  mrs  , t  I 
No.:~1=8 Katum Street, de'nce Saturday' night, ~ ,- ~ . w , I * . . .~  ~ ~ .' I , ~ ~ prawns * tnssoson coo, 
Open 9 4, Man Frl Tickets available at the ~.~. ~.__., ,  ~ ~ . . . . . . .  II . ~Z~FI . . . .  I " • • . . . .  ~ ' ,~ .~ ~.~__  o¢lopUl, snallla halibUt I mu . . . . . . .  .. i I 
(l~d-aorl138 114) show. For more in. P ~ , , ~ t  . . . .  ' - ~ . " ' ~ and snrtmp, PrelhRed formation ca. 6 . - . . ,  # , IFE / ,~ I~/ :  . • . I ~ m .  ,ql.mgwr:, I ~napper 192S BQbston 
PLEASE SUPPORT ,. ~-~4~1 and evenings;at ~ - ~ J ~ ~ ~  Cres I . . ou . i  iI 
(Y(aPPEal • (nc.lBmay) I •"""= /I  
" I i |  
1,"52.' Pro'p~t~. .:.. : :  8 TruckB.&::~.': 
for Rent• 
. B IRCHWOOD, 
"';'APARTMENTS 
Two bedroom suite 
available 




pr, lvato perking , 
--large balcony 




ONE BEDROOM & 
bache lor  su i tes .  
Available Immediately. 
Frldge & stove Included. 
Sauna & recreation 
room. 635.9023. or 635. 
5189 to view. 
(p20.23may~ 
-. for Sale 
• I I ! 
LAKEFRONT: 
PROPERTY on 'north end 
Lekelse Lake. Offers to 




. . . . .  I 
• i i | "  
FOR RENT -~- S,000 sq. I 
ft. retail store: Locatedl 
corner of :Lakelse & 
Emerson - best show 
windows in town - for 
further Information 
phone 635-5333 during 
business hours. 
• (acc4-aprll-ffn) 
48 HomeB " 
- for Rent 
THREE BEDROOM 
town houses close fo 
shopping centres and 
schools. Phone' Terrace 
Manor 638.8417. 
(p20.21may) 
3 BEDROOM house In 
town. Frldge, stove, 
washer and dryer. No pets. 
References required. Also 
2 bedroom trailer. No pets. 
References required. 
Phone 638.1366. - 
(p10-24may) 
2 BEDROOM duplex, with 
full  basement. Situated 2 
blocks from downtown. 
Ideal for a working couple. 
Frldge and stove Included• 
Rent  $450.month .  
References required. No 
pets. For appt to view 
Phone 636.1522 between 6 & 
8 p.m. only• 
(p4.16may) 
By OWNER commercial 
property on Hwy• access. 2 
large lots. &;2100 sq. ft. 
bul!dlng wlll'consider any 
reasonsble trade and will 
finance up to half. Phone 







lan l to r la l  business 
present ly  grossing 
$100,000 annua l ly .  
Financial "statements 
available; Operations 
Inc lude  vend ing  
machines. Reply to Box 
1485 c.o Terrace. 
K l f lmat  Dally Herald, 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
VSG 4B4. 
(p20-25may)i 
FOR RENT--3 bedroom 
home In Horseshoe Area. 
Fireplace, large yard, gas 
heat. References required. 
Immediate occupancy. 
per month. Phone 635~ 
9649• 
(p6.8,9,10,14,15,16may) 
3 BEDROOM upper duplex 
.1100 sq. ft. Frldge & stove 
Included. Carport. One 
block.from Westend Store. 
Available June 1st. $450 
per month. Plus deposit. 
No pots. Phone 635.2643. 
(pS-23may) 
2 BEDROOM house for 
rent. Stove & frldge Inc. 
Available June 1.84. Phone 
635.9418. 
(p5-23may) 
3 BEDROOM townhouse, 
close . to downtown. 
References required. No 





NEEDED by July Ist. 3 or 





S BEDROOM home on Va 
acre, on Skeena St. 2 
fireplaces, garden area, 
barn, sauna. Asking 
$87,500. Phone 635.248.5 
after 5 p.m. 
(p5.23may) 
FOR SALE BY OWNER-- 
A small 3 bedroom house 
with a fireplace and lots of 
trees In the yard. Close to. 
town and schools. Asking 
$59,500. Phone 638.1639. 
' (stf.29may) 
S99,500 
We planned it, we built 
it, we love it ... so could 
you. 3 year old 1344 sq. 
ft. home on 4.6 treed 
acres. Beautiful view. 
Only 1.5 km from city, 
Many special, features 
Include pine ceiling, 
fireplace, ,large:, master 




4 BEDROOM house in 
Horseshoe area. Large 
sundock,.garage, large rec 
room. Interested party 
only. Price $81,500. Firm. 
~18.3449. 
(p10.24may) 
S YEAR OLD 3 level split. 
Asking !62,900. Phone 635. 
7830 after 5pro. No agents. 
(p3.11maypS-18may) 
5~llotorcMcles 
1978 KS 1100 YAMAHA 
Fully tour packed. Ex- 
cellent condition. Low 
miles. Needs new pipes. 
Phone 635.5845. 
(pS.16may) 
.19e3, . Y~A.MA.HA ...... 1200 
:. :Vei)ture Royai~ :ToUtll~l 
Bike, Mint condition. 
Stereo, air suspension, 
digital read out, helmute, 
gloves and much more. 
Phone 638.5004. 
(p3-18may) 
The Herald, Wednesday, May 16, 1984, Page 9 
-Whelan doesn't impress 
• MONTREAL (CP) "Wi th  a translatox" with him ~l~en visiting 
good chance of finishing last in the Quebec was "unacceptable," says 
1979 FORD Pickup F150. Liberal leadership race, Le Devoir editor-in-chief Llse 
One owner. Excellent 
condition. 26,000 original 
miles. Asking price $4,000 




1974 Internat ional  
Dump Truck Contact 
C.I.B.C. In Kltlmaf, 632. 
2168• Highest or any bid 





1966 KNIGHT Trailer 
I0'x40' plus addltlon 
10')(22', flnlshed. Excellent 
cond l t lon .  $5,500 
negoflable. Phone 633.2421. 
(p20-7iun) 
1"910 SANDPOINT mobile 
home. 14x70 In good con. 
dltlon. For more In. 
formation call 635.2261 ask 
for Rod or Ann. 
(accS.16may) 
12'x68" ESTATE MOBILE 
home. 3 bedrooms. Set.up 
and skirted In Terrace 
Trailer Court. Fenced, 
landscaped yard with 2 
storage sheds• $18,900 and 





FOR SALE-- 1983 
Yamaha Skldoo• Bids 
'only• Call Rod or Ann at 
635.2261 between 6:30 
a.m. & 5:00 p.m. 
(accl0.30may) 
;KYLARK 10' Camper, 
toilet, stove with oven, 3 
way fridge, furnace, 
hydraulic lacks. To view 
4806 Hamer St. or phone 
635-6901. 
(pS.22may) 
~T RA I L "i= R'- 'fixcei'(ent 
condltlon. ~ow miles. 
S7900. Phone 638-1305 after 
5pm~ 
(pS.17may) 
Agriculture Minister Eugene Btssonnette. 
• 'Wbelan could afford to joke about Quebec-bern Brian M/u]roney, on 
his French. the other hand, easily switched 
" I  don't speak '  excellent between English and a fluent, 
• Englisll,' he acknowledged to colloquial French picked up in his 
• about 3,000 party members at a home town of Baie-Comeau. 
policy forumlast weekend; "I don't Former leader Joe Clark, who was 
speak: excellent French. I will bern in Alberta, was admired for 
speakto you in Whelanese." his hard-won ability to  speak 
The wise-cracking Wbelan was a French. 
crowd-pleaser with his homespun. Mulroney's French and his 
humor, but his inability to con- understanding o f  Quebec is 
verse in French is one important credited with helping the Tortes in 
lesson he had no obvious support recent public-opinion polls, which 
among Quebec" Liberals.- and show them getting between 30 and 
probably won't gather much before 40 per cent of the vote in the 
the party's leadershiP" convention province. The Conservatives got 
next month, less than 13 per.cent in the 1980 
Leading francophone journalists general election. 
covering the campaign agree Barring a major upset, the next Euger 
candidates Whelan and John Liberal eader will be proficient in 
Munro' are not bilingual, while French, although the jury still is 
Jean Chretien, Don Johnston and weighing the bilingual capabilities 
John Turner certainly are. of the major candidates. 
In the grey zone of almost- 'TAVERN FRENCH' 
bilingual, they say; are John Jean ChreUen's populist, two- 
Roberts and Mark MaeGuigan. listed speaking style has been a 
• subject of some controversy since 
ALL SPEAK FRENCH the 1980 Quebec referendum. 
French-language proficiency is Bissonnette'describes it as "tavern 
not an issue in the campaign French." 
because the frontrunners all speak "Mr. Chretien uses vulgar ex- 
French invaryingdegrees, unlike pressions in French that few 
last  year's Tory leadership race people still use in Quebec," she 
when John Crosbie's Inability to says. 
speak French becam~ a major Biss0nnette and ether Quebec 
handicap, commentators have observed that 
Irosbie's pledge! to bring a Chretien's French is marred by 
68 • . -  , . Legal 
"' OTTAWA (CP) -- The radiation. 
r~ ~ three men who entered the Giarusco says genetic 
NOTICE TO ... news conference appeared effects and chromosome 
CREDITORS . pale. Two seemed frail and aberrations are turning up" 
Estate of the deceased: ' used canes to walk. "]'hey ,in the grandchildren of the 
MURPHY: Josiah D., late looked like walking ad- men exposed during the 
of c-o Skeenavlew Ledge, vertisements for the risks 19508 to radiation from 
4011 Sparks St., Terrace, of exposure to nuclear nuclear blasts at test sites 
B.C. radiation, the cause the in Nevada, the Pacific 
Credlt0rs and others three veterans are pur- Ocean and Australia. But 
having claims egalnet the suing• outOf3,50Qclaimsmade by 
seld estate are hereby Canadian AJ Draper, U•S. veterans for coa- 
l reclulred to send them duly British citizen John Price- pensation for cancer and 
verified to the Public and American Anthony other illnesses related to 
Trustee, 000 Hornby Guarisco are on a North radiation exposure, 0nly 14 
Street, Vancouver, B.C., American campaign to -  have been honored, he 
V6Z 2E5 before June 8, in Guarisco's words -- cisims. 
1984, after which date the "win justice" for the men 
assets of the said estate and women who ']'he situation is similar 
will be distributed, having unknowingly were for Canadian •military 
regard only to claims thai dangerously exposed to personnel, many of whom 
have been received, radiation from govern- attended the 1950s tests at 
Clinton W. Foote ment-sanctioned nuclear Nevada and participated 
Public Trustee blasts from 1946 into the with British troops in other 
(acc4-9,11,16,18may) 19508. tests, says Draper. Efforts 
Many were unwitting to get full eompensation 
guinea pigs, Price claims• for the health damage and 
He is distributing copies of deaths caused by exposure 
.: .~  ~ ". ". a ~iki.ti~.~8overnment /~ave been fruStt'~iflng. 
, : ' . ;  document dated May 20, ~ They got a sympathetic 
1953/~ahd-stamped Top :flhearing Tuesday from 
Secret that says London Veterans Affairs Minister 
Province of wanted to know "detailed Bennett Campbell• He said 
British Columbia effects.. ,  on equipment, the results of a govern- 
Ministry of stores and men with and meat-commissioned study 
Forests without various forms of by the University of 
Forest Service protection" from nuclear Ottawa to determine the 
NOTICE 
FOR SALE--8' Okenagan 
Camper with frldge, oven 
and furnace. 19. Old- RegardlngExamlnallon Locks  changed, smoblle, low mileage, no for Licence to Scale Logs. 5 utomoblles rust. Phone ~-~39 after " Examination for Ilcence 
5:30 p.m. 
I 
COLLECTORSI 1965 Buick 
Skylark Convertible Red ' '  
with white bucket seats• 68  
New radials, top, paint. 
Never. known rustl Im. 
maculatel $6500. Phone 
557.4363.  (Queen 
Charlottes). 
(pS.10mey) 
58 Trucks & 
Veins 
FOR SALE-- 1978i 
G.M.C. Van. Bids only. | 
Call Rod or Ann at ~-  I 
2261 between 8:30 a•m• I 






The Sheriff will offer for 
sale by public auction at 
320.4741 Lakelse Avenue, 
Terrace, B,C. on May 18, 
1984 at 10:00 a.m• the in. 
terest of the following 
Iudgement debtor in .the 
following goods and 
chattels: Terrace Model 




various hobby, crafts 
models and games 
Terms of Sale: 
Cash on an as Is, where Is 
basis, subject to social 
service tax..* 
The sheriff reserves the 
right to adlourn the sale 
and apply to the court for 







UNDER AUTHORITY OF 
A Writ of Seizure and Sale 
directed to me by Kltimat 
Ralph's Service Ltd., I 
have seized and will offer 
for sale by sealed bid all 
therlght title and Interest 
In the undernoted goods of 
Mr. lan Murray., One-1975 
GMC Truck with four 
wheel drive. Serial 
No,TKY1~lS09072. 
TERMS OF SALE: BIds In 
writing marked "BID ON 
SHERIFF SALE" are to 
be submitted to the on. 
derslgned by twelve 
o'clock noon., May 25, 1984. 
The goods may be viewed 
by contacting the Sheriffs 
office In Terrace, B.C. 




Court House ; 
Terrace, B.C. 
., (ac~-2,1may) 
to scale logs In the Interior 
will be held at Terrace. 
The examination will be 
preceeded by a scaling 
course. 
Place: Northwest  
Community College, 
Terrace 
Date of Scaling Course: 
May 28 to June 1 Inclusive 
beginning at 8:30 a.m. 
Date of Scaling Exam: 
June 6, 1984 
The course of Instruction 
must be. attended by 
persons currently holding 
an "Appointment of Acting 
Scaler". To these personas 
the examination Is free of 
charge. All other persons 
will be charged an 
examination fee of 840.00. 
Application forms for the 
examination (F.S. 87,1969) 
must be completed and 
available for presentation 
at the examination. These 
may be obtained from the 
Instructors during the 
course or from any District 
ene Whelan 
Quebec 
ability. Bissennette says Economic 
Development Minister'  Don 
Johnston is the most bilingual of 
the candidates. 
"It's easier for Mr. Johnston to 
explain complicated things in 
French than it is for Mr. Chretien 
in English," she said following a 
95-minute interview ith Johnston 
this week. 
The No• 2 spot in the l~'eneh- 
language sweepstakes is being 
contested by Johnston and former 
"finance minister John Turner. 
Turner, who studied French civil 
law at the Sorbonne in Paris in 
1957, is credited with being the 
most expressive in French, able to 
communicate his feelings with less 
of an accent than Johnston. But his 
French is somewhat rusty after 
eight years of living in Toronto. 
"He can improvise, crack jokes, 
discuss all sorts of subjects;" 
English syntax, the result of Pierre Veenat says. "Some of his 
working in the heavily English vocabulary has been lost but that 
environment of Ottawa for 21 will come back very, very 
years, quickly." 
"It might appear a bit snobbish Johnston, who spent a year at the 
to say so, but these things count," University of Grenoble, is credited 
she says. "Nobody calls the French With speaking an intellectual 
word le capot 'le hood' anymore. French, possessing a more ex- 
Chretien still does." , tensive vocabulary than Turner. 
Chretien has blasted his critics No. 4 in  French proficiency, 
as "a small gang of Montreal journalists agree, is John Roberts, 
snobs" but has made a noticeable who studied at the Eoele nationale 
effort to raise the level of his d'administration, training ground 
discourse to sound more prime for France's bureaucrats, before 
ministerial, serving for a year as a foreign- 
All but Bissonnette give top service officer at the Canadian 
marks to Chretien for his bilingual embassy in Paris. 
Blast victims fight for justice 
visitors Checked 
in legislature 
QUEBEC (CP) -- mourning for the victims 
Armed provincial of the bloody submachine- 
policemen have been or- gun attack. 
dered to continue 
patrolling the national The steps, he told 
assembly as one of several reporters, would remain 
temporary measures to until the Justice Depart- 
prevent a repeat of last meat and provincial police 
Tuesday's shooting are finished preparing 
rampage in the legislature recommendations  more 
which left three dead and permanent arrangements. 
13 wounded. 
Speaker Richard Guay" STRIKE BALANCE 
Manager's Office. The doer which the 
Persons wishing to at- gunman, dressed in army 
tend the course• are. fatigues and earrying a 
requested to register by submachine-gun, used to 
contacting one of the enter the building will be 
following Ministry of closed from now on and 
Forests district offices, door looks throughout he 
said visitors of the national 
assembl'y's gallery will be 
screened electronically for 
.weapons, identity cards 
will be checked at en-, 
trances and only visitors 
will use the main door. 
~.mployees and repor- 
ters will use rear and side 
doors and an electronic 
surveillance system will be 
installed. 
assembly will be changed, 
the speaker said. 
Guay announced the 
measures as the national 
assembly reconveried 




Acting Regional Manager 





FOR SALE.-- 1978 
G.M.C. Chev I/2 ton 
pickup. For bid 
Inquiries cell Rod or 
Ann st 635-2261 between 
8:30 a.m. and 5"00 p.m. 
(accl0.30may) 
1980 FORD % ton Super 
cob. XLT camper special, 
a i r  condition, tilt, cruise, 
carpets, bucket seats. 
Near new 14 ply 
Brldgestone tires. New 
brakes. Phone 635-5166 
between 5.6 p.m. or see at 
4637 Weber Ave. • ; 
(p4.18may) 
19110 CHEV ½ TON Dleseh 
SIIveredo, tilt, air con. 
dltlen,* AM-FM, cassette, 
Carpets, radials, 22,000 km 
on engine ahd tranL Phone 
~S.81~6 between 5.6 p.m. 
View et 4637 Weber Ave. 
".."~"~"  " (p4-19may) 
1979 JEEP. CHEROKEE 
4x4, automatic, radio' 
f~,dO0. Call. 636.1870 after 
6pm. :, (p10.24may) 
MUST SELL-- i980 Ford 
F150 4)ol, 6 cyl. Short box, 
new 'tires, canopy, roof 
rack, excellent condition. 
Asking $7~200. Pho~e 638. 
1919. 
(p10.~may) 
.e. ' - . . '  .t.B.p, l.'&., " " ,  
c..f.f l .f, J . .e. ,  ,m J . . . . .  p.,h,,le, 
• ~.,.t..., ,oc.,q/~ q.t...., ,..d#,d - , . . f , , .  
~en,  m,Hf , ,  ,mpt~,  
m-S24S 
"We l/ave to strike a 
balance between the 
security of the people 
working here ...and the 
public's accessibility othe 
legislature," said Guay. 
exact number of Canadian Ont. in 1953 and 1958, and is 
military personnel ex- comparing them with ,a 
posed to dangerous levels control group of people not 
of radiation and its long- exposed to radiation. 
term consequences is It's hard to determine 
expected at the end of how many veterans should 
August. be numbered among what 
The study is measuring Giarusco, Price and 
incidences of cancer and Draper call "atomic 
other illnesses among a veterans." They estimate 
group of veterans who 250,0OO Americans, 10,000 
were near test sites in to 12,000 Britains, about 
Nevada or at nuclear 1,500 Canadians and an 
cleanups from spills and tmknown number of 





:..,:,i,,,PART-TIME INSTR,U,C.T,.QD ii i~ 
ONE in Sociology ; ''~ 
A part.time instructor Is required to  teach 
seciology 205.206 (Sociology of the Family) In 
Terrace commencing September 4, 1984. 
University tranlng In Sociology and a B.A. 
degree are required. A Masters degree end 
teaching experience in the social sciences are 
preferred• 
Salary depends on qualifications and experience 
and Is determined according to the N.W.C.C. 
Faculty Scale• '. 
Applications, accompanied by a Curriculum 
Vitae, should be made by May 21, 1984 
ON E Math.Chemistry Instructor 
An Instructor is required to teach Chemistry and 
Mathematics. Thlslsatemporary, pert.time (70 
per cent) one.year appointment. 
Preferred Qualifications. Masters degree In one 
of the suhlect areas being taught. 
Appointment commences August 15, 1984. 
Applications, accompenled by a Curriculum 
Vitae, should be made by June 1, 1984 to: 
. Paul Snead 
. Head, Acaclemlc Division 
Northwest Community College 
P.O. Box 726 
Terrace, B.C. 
VSG 4C2 
Now at affordable Rates 
~ ~ ~  One bedroom at $32500 me. 
Two bedroom at 836000 me. 
- -Attract ive,  spacious, extra storage room 
,Beaut i fu l  appliances, t i led showers 
- -Lovely cupboards, double s•s. sinks 
- -Large balconies with screened patio doors 
- -Lots of park ing,  recreation court 
--Security, enter phones and deadbolts 
. - -Drapery co.ordinated to w- -w carpets 
--Walking distance to down town 
- -Fami ly  oriented, close to schools 
--Hospital, convenience store, parks, 
car wash, all in area 
-$200.N nero in allewaace kr Hay 1 - 31 
Professionally Managed 
by trained staff who respect 
and care for our tenants 
Telephone: 635-5968 
Property Stewards Western Ltd. 
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' , a talent for management,  .. :. 
~I. I i~EILL P .1" ~ the handing of your. own ' ' 
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